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EXT. FLYING DOWN CANYON - DAY

About 100 feet above a stream, gliding right over the tops of 
oak and sycamore tree-tops, we’re flying as if on bird wings 
down an isolated coastal canyon near San Luis Obispo. 



A poorly-maintained paved road winds alongside the stream, 
but there’s no sign of cars or human habitation. 



As CREDITS ROLL, the SOUND of the stream mixes with wind 
blowing past our ears, and birds singing all around. Diving 
down lower, we zoom right above the creek - dodging branches 
as we negotiate a tight curve in the canyon.



Just before a collision with a tree, we rise up higher. 
Looking down, up ahead we see an old CABIN and barn, set just 
to the side of the stream. 



Farther down below in the distance, we can see where the 
canyon opens into meadowland, and then on to the ocean a few 
miles in the distance.



As CREDITS END, we turn our head to the side and see, flying 
right beside us - a YOUNG WOMAN. She turns to look right at 
us, but we can’t quite make out who she is ...

CUT TO:


INT. BEDROOM, GERMAN ALPS - MORNING



SAM BROTHERS - an American in his late-twenties, bright, 
agile, mostly solitary - wakes up in bed and opens his eyes, 
his expression jolted by his dream.



SAM



(to himself)
Jeez, who was that girl? 



Outside his window he watches snow swirling around the stone 
turret of an adjoining castle building. In the background are 
towering Alpine mountains. 



MORPH TO:



INT. KITCHEN IN MARIN COUNTY - MORNING

The swirling SNOW morphs into swirling autumn LEAVES - 
outside a window in someone’s backyard.



A young woman in her late twenties, VALERINA - athletic, good 
looking but momentarily lost in upsetting thoughts - sits 
sipping coffee and staring out the window ...
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SHORT MEMORY FLASHBACK -

For a very brief moment we’re back in the same dream Sam had, 
but from Valerina’s point of view. The SOUND of rushing air 
and water is in our ears, the canyon and stream down below -

In the dream, VALERINA turns her head and looks beside her - 
and sees a MAN flying alongside her -

END FLASHBACK



VALERINA has a confused look on her face.

VALERINA



Who was that?



FADE TO:



INT. CASTLE KITCHEN - SAME MORNING



SAM and a culinary trainee, KIRSTIN - European, in her 20's - 
are prepping vegetables. The kitchen room is giant, stone, 
ancient but well-equipped.



SAM



(with gentle authority)



Kirstin, take your time as you 
learn. And use more angle - look.

He demonstrates the proper art of cutting carrots. 

Frustrated, she begins to chop aggressively with her knife.



SAM



(patiently)
Please, never attack your 
ingredients. Violent chefs beget 
violent dishes. Stay cool - relax.



KIRSTIN



(German accent)
Of course, you are right.



Sam performs a funny exaggeration of the technique he’s just 
shown her. He’s nimble on his feet, doing a short whole-body 
comic routine.

She laughs, imitates him - he laughs.
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SAM



That is the other essential 
ingredient to a good meal - the 
peace and pleasure the cook has 
while cooking. 

Sam pauses, stares out the window a moment.



SAM



(tentative)
You said you studied psychology 
down in Munchen, dream research and 
so forth?



KIRSTIN



Yes, the dream, the so forth.

SAM



I was just wondering, is there any 
evidence that the people you dream 
about, sometimes are dreaming that 
exact same dream?



KIRSTIN



Ah, the question of the existence 
of an extradimensional aspect of 
human awareness. Fascinating - but 
no, I have heard of no research.  



SAM



(remembering)



I’ve had the same basic dream for 
four nights - flying down this 
canyon where I grew up in 
California, and seeing right beside 
me, this woman - vaguely familiar, 
but I can’t quite place her.

KIRSTIN



(grinning)



Ah Sammie, these flying dreams, 
they are always about the bliss of 
intercourse, sailing upon that 
weightless orgasmic current.

She spreads her arms as if flying.



KIRSTIN



Ahhh ... yes!
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He laughs with her - they return to chopping vegetables. The 
chopping SOUNDS mix with another metallic sound -



CUT TO:



INT. FENCING BALCONY - SAN FRANCISCO



We’re close up on flashing swords engaged in mortal combat, 
then pull back and see - two FENCERS on a mat, wired with 
electronic scoring equipment, hacking away at each other.

FEMALE VOICE (VO)



Halt, halt!

The two fencers pause, panting. They raise their helmets - 
they’re college-age girls. 



There are a dozen other white-uniformed young women alongside 
the mat, watching the instruction.



Their coach, VALERINA, walks up to the two fencers on the 
mat, holding her own foil.



VALERINA



Please. The intent of a fencer is 
not to make noise and impress the 
audience. The intent is to touch 
your opponent with your point -



She deftly touches one of the girls in the stomach.

We see a MAN standing back from the lesson, watching.



VALERINA



(more calm now)
Keep in mind, Kathleen - when you 
are in position six properly, you 
cannot be touched from the side. 
Allow the attack to come in - then 
riposte



She demonstrates the move - she’s very good.



VALERINA



And Sallie, you’re moving at least 
two inches too far out when you 
parry four -



She makes the movement with the sword, but exaggerates it in 
comic style - everyone laughs, she smiles.
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VALERINA



Go another round, take your time. 
Fencing at its best carries zero 
violence. It’s finesse, not brawn, 
that wins. So finish up, Leslie’s 
in charge - I have a meeting.

As Valerina turns and walks away, the man who’s been watching 
her, RUDY - 30's, solid, expensive clothes with a tough 
street accent - approaches her and speaks demandingly:



RUDOLPH



Wait. I need to talk to you.

VALERINA



Sorry, I’m late.



RUDY



My sister, Carrie. She says you 
kicked her out of this class.

VALERINA



Ah yes, Carrie. She was continually 
disrupting. She’s a spoiled brat, I 
couldn’t do anything with her.



RUDY



She’s suicidal is what she is, and 
this could push her over the edge.



VALERINA



She needs a therapist, I must serve 
the group, not the individual.



RUDY



That’s a fucking lousy attitude.

VALERINA



It’s the only attitude she can’t 
manipulate.

RUDY



Listen to me - I want you to give 
her another chance.

VALERINA



No. I gave her too many already.

She starts to walk past him. He grabs her arm roughly. She 
reacts violently, shakes her arm free.

VALERINA



Don’t you ever do that again!
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They stare each other off.



RUDY



You’re a feisty little piece. I’ll 
bet you’re hell with that sword.

VALERINA



Don’t try me.



RUDY



(threatening)



You hear me. This is the last time 
I ask you politely - give my little 
Carrie another chance. 

VALERINA



I’m way past my limits with that 
brat. Get her professional help.

She turns abruptly, walks away.



FADE TO:



INT. CASTLE LIVING ROOM - EVENING

In a very large living room of the castle we were in earlier, 
two men are talking by a cosy fire - the owner of the castle, 
a very old German, DIETER VON ARX, and RAYMOND BOLTON, an 
American in his fifties.

DIETER
(strong accent)

Give him a listening to. He has 
been my chef and honored confidant 
for a year now, quietly stealing my 
old war confessions. He won’t tell 
me the details but I suspect he’s 
concocted an excellent story.

RAYMOND



Everybody’s got a script up their 
sleeve but sure, I’ll take a 
listen.



Dieter leans over and pushes a buzzer. As he pokes the fire 
with his poker, SAM walks into the room from the kitchen.
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DIETER
(to Sam)



Samuel, here we have that famous 
maker of those predictably violent 
films you were commenting upon last 
night. They’ve just finished 
shooting who knows what cinematic 
atrocities up in the old hunting 
lodge. I have told him you are a 
writer. I suggest you tell him your 
differing opinion on film.



Same comes over and takes a seat on a sofa. He’s casual, not 
overly impressed by the film-maker’s presence.

SAM



(shrugs shoulders)



I cook for money - write for fun.

RAYMOND



You’re American?



SAM



Originally. Don’t get me wrong, Mr. 
Bolten. There’s a lot I like about 
how you put together your movies. I 
just don’t get off on so much 
violence. There’s a lot more to put 
in a film than what you go for. No 
offense.



RAYMOND



Your accent, sounds west coast.



SAM



San Luis Obispo.



RAYMOND



Ho, coincidence. My wife and I just 
bought a little weekend ranch near 
there, up around Cambria. Beautiful 
country.



Sam frowns slightly.

SAM



Whole world’s beautiful. If you’ll 
excuse me, I’ll go see how the 
culinary side of life’s 
progressing.

He leaves the room.
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DIETER
(bothered)



Typical. He didn’t even mention his 
script. Nothing phases that boy. 
Cool cucumber.

RAYMOND



I like him - solid presence. He 
ever act?



DIETER
No no, his philosophy would not 
allow - he doesn’t believe in ever 
becoming anxious or angry. He is 
proud that for the last ten years 
he has not so much as raised his 
voice, let alone his hand, against 
another human being.

RAYMOND



That’s an accomplishment.



DIETER
When I was his age, I assure you, 
it was just the opposite. You have 
no idea, all your fake war movies. 
More wine?

CUT TO:



EXT. STEEP ROAD, MARIN COUNTY - DAY



A convertible VW BUG goes roaring up the street.



INT. CAR



VALERINA downshifts for a sharp steep turn, working her gears 
masterfully and getting pleasure from the driving.

EXT. STREET



The VW bug turns fast up a steep driveway, barely makes it to 
the top, beside a small cottage set back in redwood trees.

INT. COTTAGE

VALERINA comes walking into her house, flips on a lamp - 
gasps and moves into a martial arts crouch.
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A young woman, CARRIE - 20, tense, negative - is sitting on 
the sofa. She doesn’t move.



Valerina stands upright, stares the young woman down.



VALERINA



Carrie - you have no right to 
intrude. Out with you. 

Valerina turns and walks on into the kitchen.



Carrie scowls self-indulgently, stands up and follows 
Valerina through the door.



INT. SMALL KITCHEN



VALERINA walks into the kitchen with her grocery bag, starts 
putting food away.



CARRIE comes into the kitchen, slinking - a bit unfocused but 
with subtle ominous hostility.



CARRIE
(threatening)



Do you really think you can get 
away with humiliating me like that 
in front of the entire fencing 
class?

VALERINA



You were being utterly disruptive. 
My patience only extends so far - 
then I flair.



CARRIE
Perhaps I am the same way.



VALERINA



Don’t threaten me. I’m exhausted. I 
ask you again, please leave.

CARRIE
My brother’s not going to let you 
get away with this. He loves me, he 
protects me.



VALERINA



(being patient)
Please, I’m sorry I couldn’t keep 
you in the class. Maybe next 
semester, we’ll try again.
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CARRIE
There won’t be a next semester.



VALERINA



Don’t be dramatic.



CARRIE
I have come here, to challenge you 
to a duel.

VALERINA



Enough. Out you go.

CARRIE
(overly dramatic)



No one insults me and survives.



Valerina turns with a knife in hand, waves it at Carrie, 
motioning for her to leave.



VALERINA



You’re going to make me angry - out 
you go!



Her patience gone, Valerina walks toward her with the knife. 
Carrie makes a wild sudden movement as if to attack - but 
then stops, afraid of the knife.

CARRIE
I’ll get you.



VALERINA



Out!



Carrie turns and leaves. We HEAR the front door slam shut.

Valerina, with pent-up anger from the encounter, turns and 
stabs the knife into the cutting board.



FADE TO:



INT. CASTLE KITCHEN

RAYMOND comes walking into the expansive kitchen.



SAM is busy, happily overseeing three helpers, shouting 
amicably as he directs preparations. 

RAYMOND



(to Sam)



So, this is your preferred domain. 
Where’d you learn the trade?
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SAM



(still busy)
First from my grandmother. Then 
when she died the government put me 
with a family that ran a 
restaurant, down in San Luis 
Obispo. I’ve cooked my way ever 
since.

Sam goes back to overseeing preparations for lunch. Raymond 
watches him with growing appreciation.

RAYMOND



(confidentially)
Listen, Sam, I’ve got a problem - 
my wife gave me strict orders to 
come home from Europe with a top 
chef for the new house. Dieter told 
me you’re probably leaving here. 
You’d be perfect at the ranch, get 
loads of time off, plenty of cash. 
Who knows, maybe we can put our 
heads together on a script.



Sam pauses a moment.

SAM



When Dieter said you were coming 
here to shoot, I got some videos 
and studied your films. You’re 
definitely good at what you do. But 
from my admittedly amateur point of 
view, I don’t quite know how to say 
this - you’re still hooked on just 
constantly pushing people’s lower-
level emotional buttons, rather 
than going for the real stuff - 
just my humble opinion, no offense 
intended.



Raymond eyes this guy who dares talk to him like this.



RAYMOND



Well you’re right of course - I 
made my mark with the rough stuff 
and I keep playing it all over and 
over again. People gobble it up. To 
be honest with you, I don’t see any 
alternative that works for me. I’m 
not exactly your romance type.
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(MORE)

SAM



I only fault your movies because 
real life, it just doesn’t play out 
like you show it. I’ve known 
violence - it’s not like you show 
it at all.

RAYMOND



Hey, movies are myth, not reality.



SAM



Well when you regularly throw in 
the phony violence for violence 
sake, you’re provoking more 
violence in the real world - that’s 
the bottom line.



RAYMOND



(honest)



You think I don’t struggle with 
that?

SAM



Well I read the screenplay of this 
new film - it’s all the same. You 
don’t ever give your characters the 
choice of stepping back and coming 
up with a non-violent response.



RAYMOND



(emotional)
Well maybe that’s how I’ve 
experienced the world. My life 
hasn’t been exactly peace and 
quiet. Things are brutal out there. 
We gotta accept the violence, look 
it right in the eye, see it for 
what it is - it’s part of our 
nature, we gotta move through it, 
not run away from it.



SAM



(still calm)
I disagree. I’ve walked away from 
violence. We all can. I see movies 
helping people move in the opposite 
direction, rather than provoking 
more brutality. 



RAYMOND



(beat)
Alright, you definitely got my 
buttons pushed. 
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RAYMOND(cont'd)
And listen, I like you - but you’d 
better have a damn good script to 
back all this up. Meanwhile I hear 
you’re a great cook. Why not come 
on over, make the wife happy with 
some European cookery - and we’ll 
see if you can deliver me a story 
that works.

SAM



(uncertain)
I don’t know about going back. 



RAYMOND



Something happen there, you’re 
needing to work through?

SAM



(grins)
You’re funny. And maybe, yeah. I 
haven’t been back a long time, it 
might be worth a visit.

One of the cooks turns on a loud electric mixer -



SAM



(distracted)
Uhm, listen, I gotta focus on this 
situation right now, okay?



RAYMOND



I’ll be here till nine in the 
morning - you’ll consider my offer?



SAM



Uhm, sure. Sure.



FADE TO:



INT. RUDY’S LIVING ROOM - NIGHT



RUDY is sitting in his plush home, watching a violent erotic 
movie on TV - enjoying it.



CARRIE comes into the room - Rudy mutes the TV.

RUDY



So did you go see that bitch?

CARRIE
(morose)



She kicked me out - threatened me 
with a knife.
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RUDY



She what!



CARRIE
She came after me with a carving 
knife. If I’d had one too, I’d have 
taken her. Knives, I like them.



RUDY



I’ll go have another talk with her - 
convince her what’s good for her. 
We’ll get you back on that team, 
Sweetie. Nobody messes with me. 
Hey, you look good. Going out?



CARRIE
I look like shit and you know it. 
And no, I’m not going out.



Carrie walks out. Rudy turns off the TV.



RUDY



(angry)
Poor girl. Not fair!

He gets up, opens a drawer and takes out a pistol - decides 
against it, puts it back in the drawer.



RUDY



(to himself)
Piece a cake, this one.

He pauses to check himself out in the mirror, likes what he 
sees - heads out.



FADE TO:



EXT. LOCAL ALPINE TRAIN STATION



A strikingly beautiful young woman, ALMUT GOLUB, is standing 
impatiently in the falling snow. A handsome man approaches 
her, she brushes him aside in German.

A well-preserved old VW CAMPER pulls up at the station. Almut 
walks through the slush - climbs in.

INT. CAMPER



SAM is driving. ALMUT leans against him and kisses him.
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Sam responds brightly, happy to be with her again - but she 
pulls back from him.

ALMUT
(accent)



No, not to the castle, we have only 
two hours.

SAM



What?

ALMUT
Someone is waiting, in Munchen - we 
are going to Lisbon tomorrow. 
Everything has become so confused. 
Take me to the woods, where we went 
that time.

Sam drives silently.

FADE TO:



INT. VW CAMPER, BED IN BACK - HALF HOUR LATER



SAM and ALMUT are making love.



INT. CAMPER BED - FIVE MINUTES LATER



They’re side by side on the bed.

SAM



(Beat) Well, whatever.



ALMUT
(upset)

I can tell, you are rejecting me.

SAM



You do what you want, I feel what I 
want.

ALMUT
I told you this is not what I want 
to feel - possessed. This man, he 
has seduced me, swooped me up. 



Sam stares at the ceiling, not reacting.



SAM



Your choice.
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ALMUT
(angry)

You are not even jealous, you are a 
limp rag, this is what I hate about 
you, Samuel - you won’t fight for 
what you want - not even for me!

SAM



You go have your craziness. I’ll be 
gone anyway.



He gets up, opens the door and gets out of the camper.



EXT. SNOWY WOODS



SAM walks to pee in the snow. ALMUT comes after him.



ALMUT
I want you, Samuel - but I must 
feel that you have a burning 
passion for me, that you will fight 
to keep me.

SAM



I told you, I don’t fight, not for 
anything.



ALMUT
That’s your problem, that’s why I’m 
leaving you - I need more fight, 
more passion, more roughness - 
you’re afraid, afraid of life.

He goes and climbs into the camper - she runs angrily and 
climbs in after him - the door closes.

There’s a moment of total silence in the woods. Then suddenly 
we HEAR a radical female scream of bloody murder -

Short CU on raw naked skin - some gross physical brutality -



We pull back and see ... a movie on television -



CUT TO:



INT. VALERINA’S COTTAGE

VALERINA is sitting on her sofa, watching a TV movie. She’s 
wearing an oversized tee shirt, her hair up in a towel.

The violent scene makes her click the TV off in disgust. 
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A VOICE suddenly jolts her - makes her jump up.

RUDY



Hey, leave that on.

She turns and sees - RUDY looking in through her open window. 
He deftly enters the living room through the window.



RUDY



That’s a great movie. 



VALERINA



(frightened-angry)



Get out this instant or I’ll call 
the police.

RUDY



Local police, they eat out of my 
hand. (beat) You are a dandy, I 
knew there’d be great skin on ya.

He grins, takes a step toward her - she backs up.



RUDY



What’s this, you don’t like men?

VALERINA



If you’re here about your sister, I 
told you - it’s impossible.



RUDY



Well how about we watch the rest of 
that movie first, then discuss 
Carrie.



VALERINA



I don’t like you, and I order you 
to leave.



He ignores her - walks around the living room checking out 
her decorations which are mostly fencing-related, oriental 
martial-art drawings, plus black and white impressionist 
photos of sword-fighting.



He picks up an Olympic medal.

RUDY



Holy Toledo - look at this.



VALERINA



Put it down.
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RUDY



Thing is, I like you, I’m here to 
stay - and I usually get my way.

VALERINA



That’s it - I’m calling the police.



She makes a move toward her phone. He moves fast with a flair 
of violence, grabs her.

She resists but he’s strong and has her tight by the wrists - 
they’re breathing hot into each other’s faces.

VALERINA



(threatening)



I won’t be raped again - I’ll kill 
first!

RUDY



Ah, damaged goods - best kind.



VALERINA



You’ll go to jail for this.



RUDY



Hey, you invite me over, half-
seduce me, then try to give me a 
bum rap - my lawyers will eat you 
alive, sweetheart. Come here, you 
turn me on.

She breaks from his grip, runs into the kitchen and tries to 
close the door on him - but he bangs it violently open.

INT. KITCHEN

RUDY comes toward her - she grabs a carving knife, turns on 
him with the knife held like a sword.

He sees her intent - backs off a bit, grinning.

RUDY



Hey, easy now, I was just fooling 
with ya. What’s the matter, it’s 
just like in the movie, little 
rough talk gets the glands pumping.



VALERINA



You just pump your way out of my 
house.
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RUDY



Come on, you obviously like the 
shoot-em-up. I mean you’re a 
professional fencer - how much more 
bloody can you get, stabbing 
somebody to death in the heart, the 
eyeball, the balls, wherever. You 
got that killer edge to ya.



VALERINA



There’s a massive difference 
between sport and the real thing.

RUDY



Only a matter of degree. Come on, 
you got me all hot for ya, you’re 
something else.

VALERINA



What I am is tired - of you.

RUDY



Well then let’s just talk about 
Carrie, that’s why I came over.



VALERINA



She needs help - and  I’m not going 
to take responsibility for her.



RUDY



There’s gotta be some compromise 
here. Come on, let’s go finish that 
movie.

He comes on to her again. She makes a quick move, slices him 
just slightly on the arm.



VALERINA



I warned you - get the fuck out!

He backs slowly away, looking at the surface wound, then 
glaring angrily up at her.



RUDY



Nobody does that to me.

She’s hot, almost out of control.

VALERINA



Out!



She makes a quick threatening lunge at him again - he backs 
out with her aggressively after him -



20.

INT. LIVING ROOM



VALERINA backs RUDY to the window - makes another move with 
her knife -



He ducks out the window - 



RUDY



(threatening)



I’ll be back.



VALERINA



I’ll cut your dick off.

She slams the window shut, almost catching his fingers.

He looks in menacingly - she waves the knife at him with 
equal menace - he disappears out of sight.

She turns around - holds her breath a moment - then explodes 
with a scream of outrage.



INT. CASTLE LIVING ROOM

DIETER is reading a book. SAM walks in, sits down. Neither 
speaks for a moment.

DIETER
So you are leaving here.

SAM



I had the same dream, four nights 
in a row. Maybe I need to go back, 
wipe it all clean with a visit.



DIETER
Something very bad happened there, 
yes?



SAM



Good and bad, you know. But 
something makes me feel like I need 
to face the place, get it once and 
for all off my mind. Raymond’s 
offer, hard to fight coincidence 
like that.

Silence again.
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DIETER
Well when spring returns here, I 
hope you return. I intend to lure 
you with an offer.



SAM



Offer?

DIETER
I choose to fund a restaurant down 
in the village, the most wonderful 
restaurant ever.

SAM



(smiling softly)
Unfair lure.



DIETER
God bless you, Sam. I know you came 
here to heal, I haven’t probed but 
I know. May your trip to your 
homeland heal even more.

Sam frowns, doesn’t say anything to that. He just nods, 
stands up, and leaves.



DISSOLVE TO:



EXT. NEW PORSCHE IN HEAVY TRAFFIC - SAN FRANCISCO



CARRIE is driving recklessly fast through city traffic, 
shouting at other drivers aggressively.



EXT. CAMPUS PARKING

CARRIE pulls up, parks and gets out of her car, slams the 
door - looks up at a building with a mixture of apprehension 
and determination.



INT. SPORTS BUILDING

CARRIE goes up stairs.



INT. FENCING BALCONY

A fencing class is practicing. Someone greets CARRIE - but 
she’s tense, not talking as she hurries over to the enclosed 
fencing office in the far corner.
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INT. FENCING OFFICE

The room is small, with just one window facing out toward 
another building.



VALERINA is standing at the window looking blankly out. She 
doesn’t notice when the door opens - and CARRIE comes quietly 
inside.

Carrie walks over to the wall where two old-time un-bated 
dueling foils hang on the wall. She grabs both of them - 
throws one noisily onto the floor, making Valerina spin 
around with a jolt.

VALERINA



Oh - not you again.

CARRIE
I told you - the duel.



Carrie picks up the foil she dropped - throws it to Valerina.



A STUDENT comes inadvertently into the fencing office and 
catches them facing each other with the illegal seriously-
sharp foils.

Carrie makes a sudden lunge at Valerina - Valerina parries 
and counters reflexively - Carrie lunges and attacks again 
dangerously -



The student gasps - backs out - closes the door.



VALERINA



You’re utterly insane.



Carrie attacks again. Valerina makes a powerful move and 
knocks the foil out of Carrie’s hand.

Carrie goes for the sword and Valerina moves aggressively, 
sticking her sword tip right at Carrie to make her stop.

The door opens again, ANOTHER STUDENT walks in - sees this 
life-and-death pose - shrieks and runs from the room.



VALERINA



Oh shit - now look what you’ve 
done. 

Carrie moves fast - grabs her sword again.
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CARRIE
Now I have you, and I’m free too!



INT. AN OFFICE BUILDING ADJACENT TO THE GYM



A WOMAN working alone at a desk just happens to glance 
outside. 



From her POV we look across to the other building, and in 
through the window into the fencing office -



We see CARRIE turn the sword around, handle on the ground - 
and without hesitation, throw her body onto the sharp sword-
tip. 

Her chest is impaled all the way through - she gasps, and 
dies.

The woman seeing this from the other building, gasps.



WOMAN
Oh no, oh no - I didn’t see that - 
no. 



She closes the curtains.

INT. FENCING OFFICE

VALERINA is frozen for a moment, staring at the suddenly-dead 
body of her former student.



She gasps, makes a reflex decision, grabs her purse and goes 
out of the office - locking it behind her.

INT. FENCING BALCONY

Students are standing around, staring at VALERINA - 
wondering.

VALERINA



(hardly able to speak)



It’s okay - Carrie’s just upset. 
Leave her alone, she’ll calm down. 
Class is canceled, everyone out - 
out!
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As her class fumbles toward the exit, Valeria hurries through 
them and out of the room - her expression aghast.



DISSOLVE TO:



INT. JET



SAM is looking with disgust at the in-flight screen showing 
someone screaming in agony.



He pulls off the earphones, stares at two girls watching the 
violence with rapt attention - shakes his head.

EXT. JET LANDING AT LAX - EARLY MORNING



The jet touches down with a nasty rubber-burning sound.

EXT. USED CAR LOT - SAME MORNING

SAM is checking out classic VW campers. The saleswoman is 
aggressive, pounding the metal of the camper.



EXT. FREEWAY - SAME MORNING



Sam’s VW CAMPER comes rolling north along the 101 freeway.

EXT. FREEWAY NORTH OF SANTA BARBARA - MORNING



The CAMPER drives along the ocean, heads inland.



EXT. SAN LUIS OBISPO, MAIN STREET - NOON



The CAMPER drives through the quiet town.

SAM looks out the window, his emotions even, bright.



SAM



About time I came back to this.



EXT. HIGHWAY ONE, NORTH OF CAMBRIA - AFTERNOON

The CAMPER turns right onto a side road, goes through 
beautiful countryside past several fairly new luxury estates.



Sam locates a private driveway and heads into a renovated 
hacienda set back under a grove of tall trees.
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INT. HACIENDA 

A somewhat nervous but graceful woman of about 40, CLAIRE, 
Raymond’s wife, is sitting casually chatting with half a 
dozen suave film folk.



The door bell rings - she walks over, opens the front door.



SAM is there. He reacts as if recognizing her.

SAM



Uhm - you’re Ray’s wife?

CLAIRE
And just who are you?



SAM



(grins)
I’m the new cook.



CLAIRE
A day early?



SAM



If it’s okay, I’ll be heading back 
into town for the afternoon. He, 
uhm, didn’t mention he was married 
to you.

CLAIRE
Do you mind?



SAM



No Ma’am. I liked some of your 
films. Saw one of them just a while 
ago.



CLAIRE
Well we are honored that you would 
come all the way from the Bavarian 
Alps to keep us from starving to 
death. Do come in. We have a few 
guests, as always. And Raymond 
should fly in later today.



Sam shrugs his shoulders, comes into the room, shakes hands 
with friendly folk.

FADE TO:
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EXT. VALERINA’S COTTAGE

There’s someone, a MAN, lurking around the house. He makes 
sure no one is watching the house - then quickly slips in 
through the front living room window.

INT. VALERINA’S COTTAGE

The intruder quickly checks out the house - going menacingly 
into the bedroom with a pistol in hand.



It’s RUDY - he looks around quickly, begins searching the 
place professionally. 



He finds a PHOTO of Valerina - takes it.



Moving fast through her stuff, he comes upon a DIARY by 
Valerina’s bed. He opens it, starts reading - grins.



RUDY



Uhm - maybe, just maybe.

As he continues looking through her things, his cell phone 
rings.



RUDY



(whispering)
Who is it?

He listens a moment - his expression goes ashen.



RUDY



Oh my God - 



He hears cars roaring up to the house outside - looks out a 
window.

EXT. OUT WINDOW

POLICE CARS are pulling into the driveway.

INT. HOUSE

RUDY quickly turns, runs to the back room, and exits the 
house - with the diary.

FADE TO:
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INT. SAN LUIS OBISPO CAFÉ - LATER THAT AFTERNOON



At a table, a local businessman, JERRY, is talking with a 
couple of his buddies. He’s loud and fat and keeps the table 
amused.

He looks across the café and sees SAM walking into the 
restaurant. He gapes just a moment, then is on his feet, 
walking over to Sam, shaking his hand.

BUDDY
Jesus, Sam, that’s you? Been a 
million years - we heard rumors you 
got stabbed to death in Venice or 
something. God, glad to see you 
looking so entirely healthy! What 
happened to you over there anyway, 
mafia or something get after you?

SAM



Nothing that dramatic.



SHORT FLASHBACK -



With the voice-over we see SAM caught in the middle of a 
violent fist and knife fight on a Venice street - he and 
three friends are fighting against half a dozen tough hoods - 
there’s blood -

BUDDY (VO)
Well what - you back for good now? 
Where ya staying, we got a spare 
room you know. Jeez, you look good, 
all them European women, hey!

INT. CAFÉ - PRESENT MOMENT



Recovering from the flashback memory, SAM shrugs his 
shoulders friendly-enough.



FADE TO:



EXT. SAN LUIS OBISPO STREET - SAME AFTERNOON



A woman in her thirties, TERRY (pretty, looking relaxed and 
content with life) comes walking along a side street, 
carrying a shopping bag. She greets several friends she 
passes, then turns and walks into a gourmet store.
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INT. STORE

TERRY greets the owner, then heads down a side aisle.



Ahead of her she sees a man with a cart loaded to the hilt. 
She turns and looks the man in the eye - it’s SAM



She reacts as if shocked - can’t catch her breath.

TERRY
(whispering)

Oh my God. Oh my God. Sammy.

Sam looks a moment, recognizes her - remains calm.

SAM



Hey Terry, look at you, all grown 
up.

She’s falling apart emotionally - tears in her eyes.



She stares blankly a moment - then bursts into tears - runs 
from the store.

Sam makes a face - shrugs his shoulders.



FADE TO:



INT. GRUNGY SUBURBAN LIVING ROOM - SAME AFTERNOON



An old bent-over cowboy - BERT - is watching some old western 
show on television in a dark musty room. He sips at a beer, 
takes a deep inhale on his cigarette.

The door bell rings, but he doesn’t hear it. It rings again - 
then stops.



In the shadows, we can vaguely see someone coming up behind 
the old man - it’s ominous for a moment.

SAM steps out in front of the old man.

SAM



Hey, Uncle Bert - what’s up?

Bert jolts as if struck - then just stares at Sam.

SAM



It’s me, Sammie - your sister 
Annie’s boy, lived with your Mom up 
the canyon, back when.
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Bert stands up, unsteady.



BERT



Uhm Sammie, that you? Shit, look 
how you’ve grown.



They shake a cowboy’s shake - then Bert sits right back down. 
Sam sinks deep into a decrepit old sofa across from him - the 
TV remains on, fairly loud.



SAM



Good to see you, Bert. Long time.

Bert doesn’t say anything - he’s drifting.

SAM



So what about your Sally and the 
kids and all?



BERT



(vague)
Eh, kids, mostly gone. Like you - 
took off and just never come back. 
Sally, she’s dead and outa here 
four years now, something like 
that. It’s all just fading away.

He sits a moment, watching the TV show.



SAM



Well I just thought I’d come by, 
see how you’re doing.



BERT



Been up to the old place, give your 
regards to your dearly beloved 
murdered Gramma and that dead past?



SAM



Not yet. Anybody in the cabin these 
days?

BERT



Oh, it’s probably rented to some 
fool. Chilly as hell up there, this 
time of year.



SAM



I might go up - face the place. I 
haven’t been there since it all 
happened.
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BERT



Yeah, well, she held her own, I’ll 
say that for her. Damn tough woman. 
Three against one, she held her 
own... 



Bert drifts off again, Sam stands up, ready to leave.



SAM



Anything I can do to help around 
here?

BERT



Eh? Oh, just put a bullet between 
me ears maybe. You do best, take 
off again, whole world out there - 
everything’s gone to seed around 
this place, weeds taken over.

SAM



I’ll come by next week, we’ll go 
out,  get us a beer, okay?



But Bert is just staring again at the TV. Sam shrugs his 
shoulders without judgment, keeps his feelings positive - 
walks out.

DISSOLVE TO:



INT. VW BUG - SAME AFTERNOON

VALERINA is driving like a maniac through freeway traffic. 



Out her front window a road sign says “CARMEL - ONE MILE”.

She takes that turn-off, glancing in her rear-view-mirror 
with apprehension.



EXT. BACK ROAD

The VW BUG roars along a back road, then turns onto a dirt 
road into some redwoods, way away from anywhere.



INT. CAR



VALERINA cuts the engine - sits there unmoving.

Finally she breaks forth with a great cry of anguish.
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FLASHBACK -



We see her memory of CARRIE committing suicide - 



END FLASHBACK -

VALERINA makes a whimpering sound, cries slightly -

VALERINA



I didn’t do it, I didn’t ... 

FADE TO:



EXT. HIGH IN THE AIR - A 2-ENGINE PLANE - SUNSET



The plane banks and comes down low over SLO rangeland, flying  
over the same coastal hills where the dream sequence occurred 
... then coming in for a landing near the ocean.



INT. COCKPIT

RAYMOND is alone, piloting his own plane - he gets a rush out 
of the experience.



As he lands, he looks out his side window.

EXT. BY THE LANDING FIELD



A Range Rover is parked beside the private landing field, 
with two people standing side by side watching him.

The woman, CLAIRE, waves to the plane. The man, SAM, looks at 
the plane with even emotions.

The two continue their conversation on the ground.

CLAIRE
So where exactly is this magic 
canyon you lived in with your 
grandmother, can we see it from 
here?

SAM



It’s back in those mountains there, 
up the county road that heads up 
and over to Paso Robles - about a 
forty-five minute drive from here.
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CLAIRE
Have you been up to visit her, 
since you came back?

Sam hesitates just a moment -

SAM



She’s dead - some guys killed her 
up there, back when I was just 
fifteen.



CLAIRE
Oh my God.

SAM



I wasn’t there. Nobody knows quite 
what happened. She was a tough old 
lady, she’d fired her pistol all 
five shots - there were three guys 
dead when we found it all.

CLAIRE
Sam, how utterly terrible.



SAM



(honest)



Yeah, not real pleasant.

The sound of the plane’s engine gets louder as it taxies up.



CLAIRE
You never get over something like 
that. 

SAM



Oh, there’s ways.



The plane comes rolling up to them.



FADE TO:



INT. RANCH KITCHEN - EARLY THAT EVENING



SAM is busy at a six-burner stove, happily cooking up a 
storm. RAYMOND walks in, gives Sam a friendly slap on the 
back.

SAM



Not a bad set-up, hey! Some day 
I’ll be up here full time, no more 
commuting. I read your script by 
the way.
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SAM



And?



RAYMOND



Brilliant - with a few flaws I can 
solve easily if you’re willing.



Raymond pours himself a glass of wine, pours Sam one and 
hands it to him - walks outside with Sam following.

EXT. POOL



The swimming pool is nestled under a giant old oak tree.

RAYMOND



You set up the perfect flow, it’s 
brilliant, really - I love the 
characters, the dynamics, the 
locations, it’s all there. You got 
Dieter down perfect. But then in 
the climax, you pull your punches - 
nothing really happens, the 
audience is let down. I just don’t 
buy the last twist.

Sam reacts - hurt by the judgment - tries to hide it.



SAM



Then maybe you’re not the right 
director for the story.

RAYMOND



You’re just afraid to let things 
blow loose and happen.



SAM



Bull.

Sam turns to walk away - Raymond grabs his arm.

SAM



(reacting)



Let me go.

RAYMOND



(challenging)



What kind of chicken shit are you?



Sam tries to pull away - Raymond holds tight - Sam yanks away 
with a flair of hostility.
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Rather than letting it go, Raymond grabs him again - and Sam 
turns on him, banging him back with his fist.



RAYMOND



Ha - there! I made you mad with my 
words, you felt rejection - and you 
flared with violence.



Sam regains control of his emotions.



SAM



Don’t do that again.

Sam walks away again toward the house. 



Ray comes after him and does the same thing again - grabs 
him, forces him to stop.

Sam takes a deep breath, controlling himself.



RAYMOND



Goddamn, Sam, I’m standing here 
telling you that you’ve written a 
brilliant script, you’ve got 
genuine talent here - and you’re 
going to throw it down the drain 
because of some dumb dislike for 
men flaring up now and then.

FLASHBACK -



We get a very short flash to the street brawl in Venice. Sam 
is hurt bad, finally lashes out with a knife.



END FLASHBACK -

Sam stares Raymond down.

SAM



(challenging)



You never cut a guy - cut him right 
in to the soft part, right in 
there.

Sam suddenly moves - stabs Raymond hard in the heart with his 
fist. It’s an ultimately violent act and Raymond staggers 
back a distance, jolted.

The two men face each other off, explosive.
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SAM



Until you’ve done that, know it 
yourself, you got no right making 
actors fake it - you’ll never get 
that on film. And if you did get 
it, you shouldn’t. And you hear me - 
there’s no way I’m going to put 
violence in a film, or do violence 
anywhere. No way.



Sam pushes heatedly past Raymond - just as CLAIRE comes 
walking outside. Sam pushes roughly past her too.



She reacts - but he’s gone.

CLAIRE
What’s with him?



RAYMOND



(shaken)



I provoked it, my fault - I had to 
find out.



He becomes silent, disturbed deep down. She sees this, comes 
close to him - kisses him - but he pushes back.

CLAIRE
You’re shaking, Ray.

RAYMOND



I just got knifed - right to the 
quick.

He turns, walks away.



DISSOLVE TO:



EXT. BIG SUR ROAD - EARLY NEXT MORNING

From high up, we see a car winding its way along the lonely 
coastal highway. 



Zooming down, we find the VW BUG racing along, headed south.



EXT. ISOLATED LOCAL RESTAURANT - SHORT TIME LATER



The WV bug pulls over to a stop, over around behind the 
restaurant building where it can’t be seen from the highway.



VALERINA gets uncertainly out of the car - walks quickly 
toward the café.
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INT. CAFÉ



The cafe is empty of customers. A WAITRESS is behind the 
counter, reading a romance novel. 



VALERINA comes suddenly through the front door, hesitates.

WAITRESS



Come right on in, dear.

Valerina glances at the paper headlines.



WAITRESS



Just terrible, things like that 
happening right here in California.



Valerina sees nothing of particular in the headlines - moves 
quick to a back booth.



The waitress comes over to her with the menu - eyes her to 
see if something’s wrong.



WAITRESS



Coffee?



VALERINA



(shaky voice)



Oh, you bet. 



WAITRESS



Uhm, everything okay?



VALERINA



Oh, okay - yes, okay.



The waitress gives her a judgmental look - walks off.



INT. CAFÉ - TEN MINUTES LATER

VALERINA is wolfing the last of her food.

A MAN walks into the restaurant - she tenses. He looks at her 
with maybe romantic interest. She looks quickly away, afraid 
of being identified.

The WAITRESS comes up to her, hands her the bill. Without 
thinking, Valerina reaches for a credit card - then yanks it 
back from the waitress’ hand urgently.

VALERINA



No, no -
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She fumbles in her purse - counting money - has just enough. 
The waitress walks away from her, glancing back suspiciously. 
Valerina gets up, walks fast out the door.

FADE TO:



INT. RANCH KITCHEN - SAME MORNING

SAM is preparing himself a lunch for the road.

CLAIRE walks in.



SAM



You sure you don’t need me today?

CLAIRE
We’re going into town anyway, you 
enjoy your visit to your Granny’s 
homestead. I’m sorry it was all so 
terrible.



SAM



Oh, it was good, real good - till 
it ended.



CLAIRE
Dinner last night was a delight, by 
the way.



SAM



(distracted)
Glad you liked it.



He heads off with his picnic lunch in hand. Claire looks 
after him. She obviously likes him.



FADE TO:



EXT. COAST ROAD - SAME MORNING



VALERINA’s VW bug comes driving south along Highway One, then 
takes a side road headed inland into the coastal mountains.



EXT. ROAD - HIGHER UP



VALERINA pulls over to the side, gets out of her car, takes a 
contented look at the great vista of green lowlands and 
ocean.
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VALERINA



Ah, so beautiful. I remember ...

A truck roars past her, she hides her face, then gets 
nervously back into her car.

EXT. ROAD - STEEP INCLINE UP CANYON



The VW BUG drives alongside a cascading stream, comes around 
a sharp turn, and slows down, pulls over to the side of the 
road.

The old road that heads up along the stream and canyon has 
been closed to through traffic - a new highway cuts to the 
right through the ridge, away from the canyon.

VALERINA gets out of her car, walks to the locked gate that 
shuts her off from the old county road.

VALERINA



(to herself)
Damn - locked out. When did this 
new road go in anyway?



A VW CAMPER comes driving up and slows down, rolls to a stop 
near her. She panics, gets hurriedly into her car and drives 
on up the new highway.



SAM gets out of his camper, walks over and leans on the 
locked gate, looking wistfully at the deteriorating old road 
where it heads up the canyon.

SAM



I wonder who’s got the key - who’s 
ranching way up here these days.

He frowns - then gets an idea - returns to his camper, guns 
the engine, drives on up the new highway.

FADE TO:



EXT. HIGHWAY HIGHER UP THE MOUNTAIN - HALF HOUR LATER



The CAMPER comes around a turn and levels off somewhat.

SAM watches intently for a side road - there it is, the old 
county road crossing the new highway again. 



There’s a gate, and this one’s not locked. Sam stops in front 
of the gate. He looks - there’s no cars to be seen.
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Quickly, he opens the gate, drives through, closes the gate 
behind him, and then drives fast down the old county road 
before anyone can see him.



EXT. OLD COUNTY ROAD, AWAY FROM HIGHWAY



The CAMPER drives through private ranch land. Hereford cattle 
stare at him.



SAM



Moooo!

They flip ears toward his fairly good cow imitation. He 
grins, drives on.



EXT. COUNTY ROAD - FIVE MINUTES LATER

The old road heads down a steep canyon. SAM smiles - turns 
off his engine and commences coasting down the curves.



He sticks his head out the side window and breathes the fresh 
air blowing against his face.

FLASHBACK to the canyon-flying dream sequence - and then to 
an earlier memory - we see a YOUNG BOY standing in the back 
of an old pickup, leaning against the front cab - his arms 
outstretched, his expression  in ecstacy.

END FLASHBACK - 



SAM grins as he takes corners fast, enjoying the free-
wheeling coast down the canyon.



SAM



Ah - this is it, this is it!

CUT TO:



INT. CABIN 



A tall, gaunt man, LOUIS REGINALD (in his late fifties, 
nervous, a bit shaky) is sitting reading a book in the small 
living room full of old furniture.



He suddenly raises his head - listens.

He gets to his feet, suffering from a bit of arthritis pain - 
and reaches for - a shotgun.
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He HEARS the faint sound of a car coming down the canyon with 
its engine off - only the slight roar of rubber against 
asphalt.



He opens the door, looks out.

EXT. CABIN

Outside the cabin and across the road there’s an old redwood 
barn, nearly falling down, and some pole corrals. There’s a 
milk cow in one of the corrals, standing with her head over 
the fence, watching LOUIS watching her. 



The barn door is closed. The place is run-down - but the 
worst recently repaired.

A VW camper bus comes coasting slowly around the bend and 
into view, slowing to a stop right in front of the cabin.

SAM slowly gets out of the camper - sees the man and gun.

SAM



(friendly)



Hey, no need for the gun. My name’s 
Sam, I used to live here, when I 
was a kid. Just thought I’d come by 
and see how the old place is doing.



Louis comes slowly down the steps - hostile expression.

LOUIS
I have this house rented. 



SAM



I just wanted to maybe be in the 
cabin a minute, for old time’s 
sake. Me and my Grandma, we lived 
here, most of the time just the two 
of us.

LOUIS
It’s my house now - no trespassing.



SAM



(bothered)



What’s with you?



Louis waves the shot gun like he knows how to use it.
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LOUIS
(hostile)



Turn around, head back up that road 
- or I shoot out your tires and 
make you walk out.

SAM



I came all the way from Germany, 
just to visit here.

MAN



Then you just go all the way back 
to Germany.

Sam almost loses his temper - but catches himself ... walks 
back to his camper, then turns around a final time, sees the 
guy there with his shot gun - and in anger, gives him the 
finger.

He gets in the camper, turns around, and guns back up the 
canyon road.

INT. CABIN - A MOMENT LATER



LOUIS comes walking back into his dark room - looks out the 
window to make sure there’s no one there - then puts his shot 
gun back in the corner.

LOUIS
Goddamn punk.



He sits down, opens his book - continues reading.



EXT. UP THE CANYON A MILE



SAM parks beside the stream and gets out, struggling with his 
angry emotions.

SAM



(to himself)
Doesn’t that get ya - come home, 
get a gun stuck in your face.

A VW BUG goes driving down the road past him, a woman at the  
wheel.



Sam looks after her as she rounds a bend and is gone from 
sight.
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SAM



Well good luck driving down there, 
whoever you are.



He stands staring at the little stream a moment.



SAM



(to himself)
I guess there’s no coming home.



He stares into the depths of the canyon.



SAM



Bye, Gran.

He gets in his Camper and heads up the road.



DISSOLVE TO:



EXT. HACIENDA - LATE THAT AFTERNOON



SAM is settling into his little cottage back behind and a 
distance away from the main hacienda. He’s sitting on the 
front porch strumming his guitar, humming.

SAM



(to himself)
Well this is a nice set-up for the 
winter anyway.

A Land Rover comes roaring up the driveway very fast, and 
skids to a stop beside Sam’s cottage.

RAYMOND jumps out, grabs a large cooler from the back, and 
comes running toward Sam’s cottage.



RAYMOND



Quick - take this inside, and then 
just lay low here awhile till I 
take care of some business. Where’s 
Claire?



SAM



Uhm - not here.

Raymond puts the cooler down on the porch.

RAYMOND



Hide it somewhere inside - now. 

SAM



Hey, ease up, what’s happening?
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RAYMOND



Don’t ask questions, just go on 
inside for an hour or so, I’ll come 
get you when things are done.

Raymond goes running fast for the main house.



Sam watches him, a bit bothered - then carries the cooler 
into his cottage.



He HEARS a car come driving in fast -

INT. MAIN HOUSE - SAME TIME



RAYMOND is nervously hurrying into his bedroom.

RAYMOND



Claire, where are you!



He can’t find her.



RAYMOND



Damn!

Pounding on the front door.



Raymond grabs a pistol out of his desk, turns and walks to 
the door nervously - opens it.



TWO TOUGH MEN confront him.



RAYMOND



Listen, I don’t have it. Come back 
tomorrow.



INT. SAM’S COTTAGE - SAME TIME



SAM is sitting on his bed, practicing classical guitar. He’s 
fairly good - the piece is difficult.

SAM reacts to the SOUND of three\ sharp pistol discharges - 
he stops playing, comes to his feet fast.

He looks out his window - and sees the two men run from the 
main house, jump in their car and take off.



SAM



Oh, fuck.

Sam hesitates -
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SAM



None of my business.

But the next moment he slips outside, and runs across the 
lawn to the main house.

INT. HACIENDA



Coming in carefully, SAM goes through the living room, finds 
nothing.



He goes into a bedroom - finds RAYMOND down on the floor.

Sam lifts his head -

RAYMOND



No, no -



SAM



No what, Ray?



RAYMOND



- rough stuff -

Raymond nods - dead.

Sam jumps up at the SOUND of someone running fast over the 
backyard tiles, out by the pool.

He sees a pistol on the floor and grabs it reflexively in 
self-defense - moves to the open sliding glass door - jumps 
out with the pistol.

It’s CLAIRE - she sees him standing there with the pistol, 
panics and runs screaming into the woods.

SAM



Wait - wait!



But she’s gone.

He turns around, heads back into the house - looks at Raymond 
a final time - then takes off running to his cottage.



INT. COTTAGE

SAM bursts in, panicked.

SAM



She thinks I, did it -
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He stands a moment trying to regroup - remembers something, 
goes into his closet, grabs the cooler - opens it - sees a 
very large amount of money inside.



He pauses a desperate moment, then grabs a few essentials and 
runs outside. A moment later he comes back inside - grabs the 
cooler and runs out with it.

DISSOLVE TO:



INT. BARN UP THE CANYON - THAT EVENING, DUSK



LOUIS is trying to milk the cow. She’s bothersome, kicking at 
the pail. He’s getting some squirts into the bucket - but 
he’s nervous and she’s ornery.



EXT. BARNYARD



LOUIS comes walking with milk pail and egg basket across the 
barnyard. He pauses - listens intently. Just the sound of 
chickens settling in to roost, and the stream nearby.

INT. CABIN MAIN LIVING/KITCHEN ROOM



LOUIS puts the eggs on a plate, washes his hands methodically 
in the kitchen sink.

He pours the milk through a sieve cloth and puts the milk 
into the fridge - gets out a frozen dinner, puts it in the 
old oven.



He goes into the living room section, sits down in an ancient 
rocker, picks up a book - looks across the room to the door.



LOUIS
Now where did I leave that darn 
gun?



He stands up, curious at first, checking corners he might 
have leaned it in - no luck. His expression tightens.



He goes toward the bedroom door - and comes face to face with 
- his own shotgun aimed right at him.

He gasps - backs into the living room, hands up.



We don’t see the face of the man with the gun.

MAN



You don’t do anything.
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LOUIS
What is this - don’t shoot - 
there’s nothing here to steal.



MAN



(terse)
I’m not here to steal.



LOIS



Oh God, I know you. I didn’t -



MAN



Let’s take a walk - move!



LOUIS
No, please - don’t hurt me.



MAN



What’s that smell?



LOUIS
Frozen dinner, heating up.



MAN



Got anything fresh up here to eat?



LOUIS
Eggs. Milk. I don’t cook - mostly 
frozen stuff. 

We see the man’s face finally - it’s SAM.

SAM



Just my luck.



EXT. CABIN

LOUIS comes out the door with SAM behind him with the shot 
gun. Louis turns around to Sam, the gun between them. 



LOUIS
This afternoon, I didn’t mean 
anything, with that shotgun and all 
- I’m not a violent man. Just 
protecting my privacy.



SAM



(impatient)
Well now you’ve lost it - move!
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INT. BARN - FEW MINUTES LATER

The barn doors are open wide, a nondescript old PICKUP parked 
in the barn.

The SOUND of a car engine is heard approaching. Sam’s camper 
drives fast into the barn.



INT. CAMPER



SAM turns off the engine. LOUIS is sitting nervously beside 
him. Sam throws the shot gun into the back, takes the pistol 
out of his pocket, aims it at Louis.



SAM



Okay, here’s the deal. Cops are 
going to be running around, after 
me - for something I tell you, I 
didn’t do. And this is where I’ll 
be hiding out.

LOUIS
What did you do?



SAM



Nothing! It just looked like I shot 
someone. My employer. He’s dead. 
Goddamn tragedy.



Sam looks at the pistol in his hand. Makes a face - blocks 
his emotions.



LOUIS
Me with that shot gun, when you 
came here this afternoon - that’s 
not me, thing scares me to death, I 
hardly ever shot a gun before.



SAM



Let’s hope you don’t have to. If 
we’re lucky there’s going to be no 
one down this road.

LOUIS
But why stay here? If they come 
here looking for you, they’re going 
to find me too. You’re bringing the 
police right to me - it’s not fair.



SAM



You’re hiding from something too? 
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LOUIS
This is just too strange ... but 
yes, the police from back east, 
they are looking for me also, for 
something I swear to God and the 
high heavens, I didn’t do.



SAM



So how do I know you didn’t do it?



LOUIS
How do I know you didn’t!

Sam exhales loudly - 



SAM



Guns, violence, I hate it -



They eye each other. Sam waves with the pistol, and Louis 
makes a move to get out.

INT. CABIN 



SAM is in the kitchen. He shouts to the living room -



SAM



How you live up here, nothing to 
eat?



LOUIS is sitting in the living room, eating his frozen 
dinner.

LOUIS
Oh, I drive up to that little 
country market once a week. Been 
ten days now I guess, I’m due to 
head in, get some new supplies.



Sam opens cupboards, finds one full of bottles of alcohol.

SAM



At least you drink.

He pulls down a bottle of red wine.



FADE TO:
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INT. CABIN LIVING ROOM - HALF HOUR LATER



SAM is eating a frozen meal, LOUIS already done and working 
on a bottle of whiskey. The record player is playing 
something classical.

SAM



Anybody at all living in the canyon 
these days?

LOUIS
Not a soul - ghostly quiet up here.



They both take a drink. Music plays. Sam listens to the music 
a moment, drifts off -



Suddenly he thinks he hears something - gets up quick, grabs 
the pistol, goes out onto the front porch.

EXT. FRONT PORCH



SAM looks around, sees nothing.



Suddenly he turns around - there’s LOUIS right at his elbow.



LOUIS
Don’t you think we should have that 
shot gun up here? Two would be 
better than just one, if -



SAM



- if what? If we start some shoot-
out with the whole San Luis Obispo 
police force?



Sam looks around one final time - then turns impatiently and 
walks back into the cabin.



FADE TO:



INT. CABIN - LATER THAT NIGHT

There’s slow jazz now playing on the record player - there’s 
no radio to TV. SAM and LOUIS are staring into space. Sam 
seems to make up his mind about something.

SAM



You got a key to the lower gate?
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LOUIS
Over there, on the wall. What, 
you’re not going out.



SAM



Well what am I gonna do, hide out 
here forever? Yeah, I thought maybe 
I’d go down, face whatever. I gotta 
do something, to clear my name.



LOUIS
You’re crazy - you know the courts, 
innocent people getting convicted 
all the time. Besides, I went and 
told you my situation. You’re not 
going to go out and get yourself 
caught, then squeal on me.



SAM



Relax, man. I’m no squealer. 

Sam reaches for the whiskey, pours himself a small drink. 
Louis is watching him carefully, his expression tense.



LOUIS
If you’ll excuse me, I just need to 
go to the back room, take a pee.

At first Sam reacts - then he makes a decision.

SAM



(trusting)



Uhm - sure, you’re cool.

Louis gets up, seeming groggy, goes into the back room.

SAM pours himself another drink - looks at it - puts it down.



SAM



(upset)
All the way over here - for this.

INT. BACK ROOM

LOUIS walks in, turns on a light - shifts suddenly into high 
gear. 



He glances back to make sure Sam isn’t following him - then 
goes quickly and opens a drawer - comes out with a pistol.

His expression has become menacing.
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INT. LIVING ROOM



With his pistol casually in his lap, SAM is listening to some  
music.



Without Sam seeing him, LOUIS appears in the doorway of the 
back room. He raises the pistol and aims it directly at Sam’s 
head - cocks the hammer -

Sam makes a move in his chair - Louis disappears from the 
doorway.



Louis appears again behind Sam, raises the pistol again, 
ready to kill Sam -

A FEMALE VOICE suddenly shatters the peace, screaming bloody 
murder -



Louis turns and fires at a side window where VALERINA is 
looking in - she ducks just in time as the window explodes.



Sam is jolted by the scream and makes a quick move, ducks and 
rolls onto the floor just as Louis fires three times at him.



Sam fires his pistol twice in the direction of the gunfire -



There’s a moment of intense silence. 

The front door bursts open and VALERINA comes running into 
the room, and comes to a sudden stand-still.



Louis is down on the floor - shot - not moving. Sam is down 
on the floor - not moving either.

VALERINA



Oh God, I was too late!

She hurries over to Sam, kneels beside him, lifts his head 
into her arms. 

There’s loads of blood coming from a wound on his forehead.



VALERINA



Don’t die -

Sam’s eyes open. He looks into the eyes of - the woman who 
was flying beside him in his dream ...

His expression is jolted by seeing her face. His eyes slowly 
close...



FADE TO BLACK.
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INT. CABIN

SAM is still lying on the floor. His eyes are closed - maybe 
he’s dead. 



VALERINA comes out of the kitchen fast with her hands full, 
and kneels beside him.



Sam has a bullet wound on his scalp, but it’s not deep. She 
has needle and thread - begins stitching him up.



His eyes open just as she’s finishing.

SAM



Ohh - uhh.

VALERINA



Quiet now. There, good as new. 
Idiot, you almost let him shoot you 
in the back - this is bad enough. 
What if I hadn’t been snooping 
around the cabin, hey?



SAM



(vaguely)



Louis - where?

VALERINA



Dead - stay down, relax. 



Sam rolls his head, sees the body of LOUIS across the room 
from him - turns his head and stares at the ceiling.



SAM



No, not another ...

Sam makes a move, sits up cross-legged on the rug - grunts at 
the pain in his head.



She sits down on the sofa across from him, where she doesn’t 
have to look at the dead body. 



They get locked into staring at each other.



He’s still a bit groggy from the shock of the wound - he 
wobbles, starts to fall over.

She comes over to him, grabs him, holds him up -



SAM



You - 
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She pushes back from him - looks at his face intently.



VALERINA



Wait, don’t I know you? You look 
just like that boy lived in this 
cabin, long time ago - with your 
grandmother - that summer I lived 
down at the house we rented below 
here. I was just there, it’s burnt, 
nothing left but the cement floor, 
the fireplace, chimney. 

Sam looks at her quizzically -



SAM



What - Rina?



Sam stands up fast, dizzy. She jumps up, holds him upright. 
They share a moment of closeness. Then she pushes back.

He reaches up and touches his wound, remembering something.



SAM



Felt exactly like, I thought I was - 
gone. Louis, he really shot me, 
from behind?

VALERINA



I looked in at that side window, to 
find out who was inside - saw you 
sitting there and then this guy 
behind you, ready to shoot. Sight 
jolted me so much, I screamed.



SAM



Thank God for that. Uhh, I feel - 
wobbly. Think I go down - to the 
barn - camper.

He starts toward the door, then stops, looks back at Louis.



VALERINA



Anyone else here?



SAM



No, no - crazy - sleep.

He stumbles toward the door. She keeps him from falling.

INT. CAMPER INSIDE THE BARN



The side door of the camper opens. SAM crawls inside. 
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Valerina comes in behind him. There’s vague light from a bare 
bulb some distance off in the barn.



Sam lies down - closes his eyes - opens them - looks over at 
Valerina.



SAM



You really - Rina? That summer?



She reaches over, touches his cheek.



VALERINA



Can I stay here too? I can’t go 
back to that house, not with -



He doesn’t answer, he’s asleep.



She takes off his shoes, then takes off her own shoes - 
covers them both with a blanket.

She lies there a moment, rolls her head, looks at him - then 
stares at the roof of the camper, her expression a mix of 
exhaustion and confusion.



DISSOLVE TO:



EXT. MAIN HIGHWAY NEAR CANYON - NEXT MORNING



A sleek BMW SEDAN is driving up the pass, slowing down when 
it passes a side driveway - then speeding up again.

INT. SEDAN

RUDY is holding Valerina’s hand-written journal - reading 
from it while his driver, QUINCE, listens.

RUDY



Okay, I read this again, there’s 
gotta be another clue here we’re 
missing - “I fly like an eagle, 
gliding weightless down the canyon - 
up ahead I see that old cabin, the 
barn - but it’s painted a funny 
purple now, in the dream. I 
remember, it used to be green - and 
someday, I must return ...”

Rudy pauses reading, looks out the window again.
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RUDY



Now where the fuck is that purple 
cabin.

QUINCE
How you know it’s this stretch of 
road?

RUDY



(impatient)
Listen - listen.



He looks down to the journal again and reads:



RUDY



“The cabin is the same one where 
that nice boy lived, up from where 
my Mom and I spent that summer on 
the road that went down from Paso 
Robles to Cambria.”

Rudy looks up.

RUDY



So this is the road, isn’t this 
that road? Where the fuck is the 
purple cabin?



QUINCE
That’s just some dumb dream in a 
dumb journal, maybe the chick just 
dreamed it wrong -



RUDY



That’s your problem, Quince - you 
give up too easy. That’s why you’re 
my driver and not the other way 
around, and that’s why it’ll always 
be that way.



QUINCE
Fuck you.



RUDY



I’d rather fuck her - before and 
after.

QUINCE
I say let the cops do this, give 
them the diary.
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RUDY



They can’t do nothing right and you 
know it. Just keep looking for her 
VW, I keep looking for the cabin - 
we find her, skin her alive. Turn 
there, let’s check out that road.

They go roaring down some private drive.



EXT. COUNTRY ROAD, BELOW THE CABIN - SAME MORNING



An old JEEP comes driving slowly up the canyon, until it 
rounds a bend and the cabin and barn come into sight.



INT. CABIN

Valerina is in the kitchen - hears the car approaching - goes 
and looks nervously out the front window.

EXT. CABIN

The JEEP comes to a stop in front of the cabin. Getting out 
of the JEEP, an old rancher, JACK PERCY, looks up at the 
cabin uncertainly -

JACK



Hey Mister, you home?



Hearing no response, he climbs slowly up the steps to the 
front door, and knocks.

JACK



(shouting at the door)



Hey mister, open up. Rent day 
today, remember?



He waits - knocks again, hard.



The door opens. Valerina stands there, nervous.

JACK



Oh? Where’s Louis?



VALERINA



Uhm - he’s not here, he went, he 
went to - he went into town.
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JACK



(suspicious)
Who are you anyway? It’s rent day. 
He said he didn’t have no woman.

VALERINA



Oh - I’m his daughter. Just 
visiting.



JACK



What’s the matter, you’re all 
skittish.



VALERINA



(uncomfortable)
Oh, no, not skittish. It’s just - 
my nature.

JACK



(easing up)
That old Holstein I loaned him, now 
she is skittish by nature - 
miserable milker. How’s she doing?



VALERINA



How’s who doing?



JACK



Milk cow, like I said.



VALERINA



Cow - cow. Great - great.



JACK



You’re sure a nervous filly.

VALERINA



Oh, just in the country, makes me 
nervous.



JACK



Well you tell your father or 
whatever he is, you tell him rent 
is due today, not tomorrow. I’ll be 
up at the spring, come back later - 
you have the money ready for me one 
way or another.

VALERINA



You bet - money - you bet. 



He turns and walks away down the steps. Rita closes the door.
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INT. CABIN

VALERINA leans against the door, shaky with anxiety. She 
looks at the body of LOUIS, a ghastly expression on his face.



Valerina runs into the bedroom, comes out with the bedspread, 
throws it over the body - then goes into the kitchen.

INT. KITCHEN

She’s boiling water on the stove, coffee filter ready. The 
front door is HEARD banging open. She gasps, grabs a knife, 
turns to face the intruder.



SAM walks into the kitchen, still groggy - sees the 
threatening knife.



SAM



(reacting)



Jeez, not you too.



She puts the knife down, relieved but in a bad mood.



VALERINA



Don’t scare me like that. How is 
it, the head?



SAM



Hurts - that ass hole. Listen, we 
gotta bury the body. There was just 
some guy -

VALERINA



I know, I know - he about came in 
and stumbled on it. 

Sam sits at the kitchen table. Watches her pouring hot water 
with a shaky hand. She spills water, reacts with her nervous 
temper, slams the pot down hard on the stove.



VALERINA



Damnit! I hate this!

SAM



Hey, ease up.



VALERINA



Ease up? With a dead corpse in the 
living room, blood all over, 
stinking to high heaven? And you 
tell me to ease up?
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SAM



You think it’s easy for me? I shot 
him for Christ’s sake!



VALERINA



(a bit sarcastic)



Oh, I’m sure you shot him for 
Christ’s sake.

SAM



You saw it - it was a reflex - he 
would’a got me. And I actually 
trusted him - what a dummy.



He puts his head in his hands. She stares out the window. He 
looks up, watches her a moment.



SAM



Well anyway, hey - what a trip, to 
see you again. I’ll tell you 
something spooky. I dreamed this. I 
mean, being here - but I didn’t 
quite recognize you in the dream. I 
mean, you’ve - grown up. I mean, 
you were always pretty - but this. 
Wow.



She turns her head - looks at him defensively.

VALERINA



Listen to me - I have nothing to do 
with men, not you, not any. You got 
that loud and clear?

SAM



Hey, you like girls, fine with me, 
whatever. 

VALERINA



(shouting)



It’s not that either - I don’t want 
sex, period! A whole year I’ve had 
peace but now look at this - first 
a dead girl and now this guy 
murdered, what’s happening to me? 
Why all this, when all I want is to 
be left alone! 

Sam stands up, bothered by her shouting.



SAM



Well then you enjoy your solitude 
here, I’m going to go dig a hole. 
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VALERINA



Good idea, I agree - and before 
that nosy rancher gets back. He 
wants rent money, you have any 
money?

SAM



Uhm - oh, yeah, loads.



VALERINA



Good because I don’t have a penny 
and I’m afraid to use my credit 
cards.

Stops, turns back to her.



SAM



Well why that - what’s with you?

VALERINA



(defensive)
None of your business - go find a 
shovel, I’ll bring you coffee.



EXT. BEHIND THE HOUSE



Carrying a pick and shovel, SAM comes walking up through a 
back garden that’s gone entirely to weeds.

FLASHBACK: to a YOUNG BOY running through the same garden 
when it was kept beautifully. He runs up to an OLD WOMAN who 
gives him a hug -



FLASHBACK ENDS.

SAM walks up to the back of the garden, starts digging.

EXT. BEHIND THE HOUSE - TEN MINUTES LATER

VALERINA comes around the corner of the house with two coffee 
mugs. She pauses and watches SAM digging away, shirt off - 
appreciating his masculine power.

She walks up to the hole, which isn’t very deep yet. He takes 
the coffee.



VALERINA



Maybe we could just put him in that 
old pickup, go dump him somewhere.
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SAM



No, this is best. (beat) I just 
can’t believe I did it again - took 
another human being’s life.



VALERINA



You killed somebody before?

SAM



Not on purpose - they attacked us, 
it was self defense.

VALERINA



Well it was the same last night - 
you or him, I saw it.



SAM



So, you’d testify -

VALERINA



(reacting)



No way - I’m not testifying 
anywhere. They’re after me too, you 
might as well know. 

SAM



So - what’d you do?

VALERINA



Nothing - nothing at all. But it 
looked like I, well, like I stabbed 
a girl to death, with a sword - 
even though she did it to herself.



SAM



A sword?



VALERINA



I teach fencing, it’s my job. I’ll 
fry, I know - there’s no turning 
back for me. But with you -



SAM



(admitting)
They’re after me too - even before 
this.

VALERINA



What?
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SAM



Somebody got shot yesterday, this 
producer guy I worked for - not by 
me. But like a fool I came into the 
room, grabbed the pistol on the 
floor just as his wife comes 
running, sees me with the gun - 
(beat) But maybe we’re okay, maybe 
they won’t come looking up here.

He reaches for the pick, starts digging - then pauses, looks 
over at her.

SAM



So of all places, why’d you come 
here to hide?



VALERINA



Well, I had this dream.

They look in each other’s eyes.



SAM



Uhm, flying, down the canyon?

VALERINA



Three times in a row. What, you had 
that same dream?



SAM



Spooky.



VALERINA



And besides, there was just no 
other place I could think of, to 
come to.



They eye each other again - then continue digging in silence.



DISSOLVE TO:



INT. CABIN - AN HOUR LATER



VALERINA and SAM are huffing and puffing, trying to carry the 
BODY out of the living room. They’re hesitant and it’s 
difficult - they shout at each other impatiently.



SAM



Grab both legs. Jeez, just do it!
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VALERINA



So sorry - but I never carried a 
corpse before.

EXT. FRONT STEPS



SAM and VALERINA struggle to get the body down the stairs. 
It’s a mix of gruesome and comic efforts.

SAM



Hurry up, that guy, you know, he 
could come by any second.



VALERINA



(reacting)



Well you can just shoot him too, we 
can always dig another hole.

SAM



That’s not funny.



EXT. BACK YARD

SAM and VALERINA get the BODY to the hole, then work to push 
the corpse into it. 

They end up down on their knees pushing together - finally 
the body drops over the edge.

DISSOLVE TO:



EXT. ROAD IN FRONT OF CABIN - HOUR LATER



The rancher JACK drives up to the cabin, comes to a stop, 
gets out of his Jeep. 



He takes a quick look into the barn - then walks up the 
stairs to the door of the house.

He knocks - shouts - gets no response - goes down the stairs 
and around to the back yard.

EXT. BACK YARD

JACK sees SAM and VALERINA working hard in the garden, down 
on their knees in a freshly-spaded little plot. 



He stands watching them a moment, then speaks up.
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JACK



Well, so it’s plantin’ time.

SAM and VALERINA look up from their work - they’ve made a few 
rows with the hoe which make it look vaguely like they’ve 
just planted some seeds. 



Flustered but trying to act innocent, they both stand up at 
the same time.

VALERINA



Oh, you’re back.



JACK



(indicating Sam)
And who might this be, Louis’ long-
lost son?



SAM



Oh, no - I’m, well, her husband.

JACK



Oh, real big family gathering 
today. And Louis hisself, he’s 
still not back?

VALERINA



Oh, no - not back.



JACK



Curious - I saw that pickup I 
loaned to him while he’s here, just 
parked all quiet and go-nowhere in 
the barn just now. What, Louis 
decide to walk on into town?

VALERINA



Oh, no - friends of his, they took 
him.



JACK



I see, whole party shapin’ up here 
today. But guess what - I don’t get 
my rent, that’s a canceled party.

VALERINA



Uhm, Sam here, he was just saying, 
weren’t you Sam, that you’d pay the 
rent - why don’t we just go get it, 
shall we?



She and Sam start walking away from the garden, but the 
rancher hesitates, looking at the small dug-up plot.
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JACK



Well now, I wonder what you’ve gone 
and planted in there. Pretty small 
garden, wouldn’t you say? Looks 
more like some backyard grave than 
a garden, you ask me, hey? 



Sam and Valerina freeze - but Jack bursts out laughing.

JACK



You city people, think a veggie 
garden’s tiny as a grave - dumber’n 
shit, I’d say.

EXT. SIDE OF CABIN



JACK stops and looks up at the shattered window.



JACK



Now what the hell.



SAM



Uhm, sorry about that, banged the 
darn window with the broom this 
morning - but I’ll fix it up, 
that’s on my list of things to do 
around here, help Louis out while 
we’re here this week.



JACK



Well you’re one helpful in-law, pay 
the ol’ man’s rent, fix his window - 
fix his daughter right up too I 
suppose. You’re a couple good 
lookers, you are. If’n you were 
cattle, you’d be breeders. Had any 
young’ns yet between you?



Sam looks uncertainly at Valerina - she scowls back at him.



JACK



Oops, didn’t mean to get involved 
in family business. You just go get 
me four hundred smackeroos in my 
hand here, I’ll go on about my day, 
got that spring to clean out up 
above, cattle’re complaining.

Sam nods, walks off toward the barn.
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EXT. FRONT OF CABIN - FEW MINUTES LATER



VALERINA and JACK are talking, the rancher looking her up and 
down appreciatively.

JACK



Well you tell Louis when he gets 
back, I don’t like wild parties up 
here. Goddamn, couple years ago, 
bunch’a punks went and burnt down 
the whole house down the road 
there.

VALERINA



I saw it - you know, I lived in 
that house once, when I was 
fourteen, for a summer. 

Jack looks at her, not quite believing this.



JACK



Oh you did, did you. Well that’s a 
good story. Now you just tell me 
who you rented the house from, and 
I’ll be believing you.



VALERINA



Uhm, I don’t remember her name but 
she had a limp I remember, and I 
don’t mean to criticize her but she 
seemed a little slow in the head, 
we’d tell her something, she’d 
forget we’d said it, two minutes 
later. She had long hair put up in 
a bun, white hair. And she wore 
men’s boots, I remember that, and 
those coverall things. 

The rancher laughs outright.

JACK



Well sure as shittin’ that’s ol’ 
Marcy-Mae to the tee. She’s dead 
and gone now, I suppose we should 
respect the dead though not much 
folks do, do they - all the killin’ 
on TV and all, it’s just some 
everyday occurrence. And you hear 
about that movie producer down the 
hill from here?

SAM appears as this is being said.
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SAM



Uhm - what was that?

JACK



Shit, somebody blew his brains 
right out. Up here though, real 
peaceful.



Sam hands him four hundred-dollar bills. He counts them, 
folds them neat, puts them in his shirt pocket.

JACK



Now that’s what I like to see, 
whiskey money. Four big-time 
babies. Well you two get busy now, 
crank out some kids to keep you 
happy.

Sam and Valerina stand watching him walk to his Jeep. He 
turns as he gets in and shouts back.



JACK



And just keep plantin’ ‘em veggie 
grave sites out back, but maybe 
just a little longer with the rows 
next time. And you tell Louis he’s 
damn lucky to have you come 
visiting. I must say, he’s a pretty 
sour apple, all alone up here. 
Never did get a laugh outa him yet.



For effect, Sam puts his arm around Valerina as the Jeep 
drives off. They stand waving to him until he’s out of sight. 



Valerina pushes Sam’s arm off her and walks toward the cabin.



SAM



Hey, us being married - it was just 
a good excuse. 

VALERINA



You could have been my brother, I 
don’t need any more husbands 
thankyou. 

SAM



You’re damn touchy, you know that.



VALERINA



What am I supposed to be, just all 
bubbly after burying your second 
dead man in twenty four hours?
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SAM



Goddamn, I didn’t have anything to 
do with the first.



VALERINA



(easing up)
Anyway, we made it past the 
rancher. Come on, we have the floor 
to clean up - or would you prefer 
to do it alone?

She turns and walks up the stairs into the house - Sam stands 
staring at her, shaking his head.

INT. CABIN - TEN MINUTES LATER



SAM is down on his hands and knees with rags, mopping blood 
from the wood floor.

INT. BEDROOM

VALERINA is going through Louis’ stuff. She has a drawer 
open, inspecting the contents.



She turns and shouts to Sam in the other room.

VALERINA
You’ve gotta see this.



SAM walks in, wiping rag in hand - goes and stands beside 
her, looking into the top drawer of the dresser.



SAM



What is it, make-up kit?

VALERINA



It’s a full professional set-up,  
my sister does this kind of work 
for the TV station in Sacramento. 
Look - wigs, beard, the whole 
thing. Who was this guy?

SAM



Listen, I’m ready to throw up after 
all this dirty work. You remember 
that big pool up in back? I don’t 
know about you, but I gotta go jump 
in, wash clean.

VALERINA



No - don’t go.
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SAM



Why not?



VALERINA



I - I don’t want to be in this 
house alone.



SAM



Then come.

VALERINA



Oh sure, skinny dipping with the 
boys. 

SAM



Hey, girl, you’ve got some big 
major hang-up there.

He turns and walks out - she shouts vehemently after him.

VALERINA



Well you’ve never been raped - ass 
hole!

EXT. STREAM - TEN MINUTES LATER



SAM is swimming in a large natural pool in the stream - it’s 
a beautiful spot. He gasps at the cold chill but continues 
thrashing around, enjoying himself.



VALERINA is sitting some distance away, purposefully not 
watching him.



SAM



Oh come on in, I won’t bite - this 
does the trick. (Beat) Rina, come 
on, you and I, we used to swim in 
here that whole summer, don’t you 
even remember?

VALERINA



Well we had our bathing suits.



SAM



Oh Jesus - American women.



She walks to the water edge, scowling at him - takes off her 
clothes, dives into the deep part of the pool off a granite 
rock - comes up gasping for air near him.
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VALERINA



God, I forgot how cold this creek 
is.

SAM



Cleans everything off.



She’s holding her hands over her breasts - vulnerable.



VALERINA



I’d just die, Sammy, if you were 
the one who shot that producer.

SAM



Well I didn’t.

They stand looking into each other’s eyes.

VALERINA



This whole thing is like a dream, 
finding you here.



He doesn’t say anything.

VALERINA



What’re you thinking?



He grins.



SAM



You’ll shoot me.



VALERINA



Probably.



SAM



(beat) I just thought of - breasts 
and all - that cow down there. She 
needs regular milking, regardless 
of what us humans might be doing.

FADE TO:



INT. BARN - FIFTEEN MINUTES LATER

SAM and VALERINA run the cow into the stanchion. 



SAM



Haven’t touched a cow’s udder since 
I left here.
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VALERINA



Well I never have ever, you gotta 
do it. God, she’s so big, like 
she’ll burst.



Sam sits on the milking stool - squeezes a few times on two 
of the tits, gets a little milk.

The cow kicks the bucket - they both laugh.



VALERINA



You’re a real woman’s man.



SAM



Well then come on, you try to do 
this.

She tries - gets nothing - laughs.



He tries again, gets a little more.



VALERINA



Practice makes perfect.

FADE TO:



INT. CABIN KITCHEN - SAME MORNING

SAM is looking in the cupboards while VALERINA fries eggs.

SAM



Hey, we’ll starve up here, look of 
things.



VALERINA



We have the cow and the chickens. 
And there’s a gun for hunting.



SAM



Sure, and ol’ Louis out there, 
ready to sprout veggies. No way I’m 
going out and shoot some innocent 
deer, against my principles. 

VALERINA



There’s that county store, I passed 
it driving down from Paso Robles. 
We could take that old pickup if it 
runs, put on a wig or something.
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Sam looks at her, uncertain.

DISSOLVE TO:



EXT. MAIN HIGHWAY - LATER THAT DAY



The PICKUP from the barn comes driving along the road.



EXT. COUNTRY STORE BESIDE HIGHWAY

The pickup pulls into the parking lot.

TWO STRANGERS - a local-looking bent-over elderly man with a 
beard, and a rather fat-looking woman dressed in dumpy men’s 
clothes - SAM and VALERINA in disguise - get out of the 
pickup.

The place has a gas pump, tables for picnicking - and a large 
store building. There’s a few old-timers sitting around the 
front of the store. One of them half-jokingly speaks up.

OLD TIMER



Hey, what’re you two doing with 
Frank’s pickup?

VALERINA



(right back)
We’re renting his cabin - he loaned 
it to us.



OLD MAN



Where’s that other old guy?



VALERINA



My father, he’s sick.



Valerina and Sam walk past them toward the door of the store.



Just before they walk in, RUDY’s BMW drives by, slows down - 
turns in and parks across the street.

INT. BMW



RUDY slaps his DRIVER on the shoulder.

RUDY



(triumphant)
There - I told you, I told you!
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QUINCE
You told me what?



RUDY



I bet you ten bills, that woman 
there, that’s her.



QUINCE
But that woman, she’s kind’a dumpy - 
that your kind’a girl these days, 
hey?



RUDY



You’re way out’a hand.



Rudy shows him the photo of Valerina.

RUDY



Get in there, get a closer look. 
I’ll hang back - doing nothing here 
anyway, too public.

INT. STORE

SAM and VALERINA push a shopping cart down an aisle. The 
store is large and well-stocked, supplying the whole ranching 
region.

QUINCE comes down the aisle toward them - bumps into her.

VALERINA



Hey!



QUINCE
So sorry.



Quince looks right at her a moment - then walks off.



SAM



Ah - capers!



He eagerly takes three bottles.



VALERINA



You expecting to be in that cabin 
that long?

EXT. FRONT OF STORE

QUINCE comes out of the store grinning.
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OLD TIMER



Hey hot-shooter - what planet you 
drop in from?



QUINCE
What what?

OLD TIMER



Oh, don’t speak English even.

QUINCE
(put-down)



I speak English - I just don’t 
speak Okie.

OLD TIMER



Ah, you do speak English -



QUINCE
Better’n you, that’s for sure. 



OLD TIMER



What are you - sissy Mafia boys out 
for a ride?

QUINCE
You watch what you say, old man.

OLD TIMER



What - you gonna pull your gun, 
shoot me? You the guys what shot 
that producer down in Cambria, are 
you?



The old timer shouts across the road to another OLD MAN 
getting out of his car.

OLD TIMER



Hey Kenny, here’s one of them Mafia 
boys what shot that producer down 
in Cambria!

QUINCE
Shut up or I will plug you, fuckin’ 
loud-mouth!

OLD TIMER



(egging him on)
Pull it out, pull it out!



Flustered, Quince hurries away, over to the BMW.
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INT. STORE - SAME TIME



SAM and VALERINA are at the check-out stand. A YOUNG WOMAN is 
ringing up their large order.

YOUNG WOMAN
So, you staying hereabouts?



VALERINA



Oh, down toward the coast.



YOUNG WOMAN
You heard about the shooting.

VALERINA



Oh, yes.



YOUNG WOMAN
That’s what we get, letting that 
kind of people move up here in the 
first place. Violence begets 
violence.



SAM



You got a newspaper?

YOUNG WOMAN
All sold out - sorry.



EXT. STORE

SAM and VALERINA come walking outside with their groceries.



INT. BMW



RUDY and QUINCE are a distance away, watching.

RUDY



You’re sure?



QUINCE
Bet you a bill.

RUDY



But she wasn’t that fat.

QUINCE
I bumped into all that - just 
stuffing.
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Rudy makes a nasty face - reaches for his switch-blade, 
flicks open the blade.



RUDY



I’ll do her up slow and sexy.

FADE TO:



EXT. HIGHWAY AT THE GATE - SAME DAY



The PICKUP drives through the gate.



Some distance away, not seen, the BMW pauses and watches.

INT. PICKUP DRIVING DOWN BACK ROAD



SAM stops the pickup - starts removing his disguise. 



VALERINA does too - gets all the padding out from her 
clothes, takes off her hat, takes off his hat.

They’re thrilled by pulling off their escapade - she comes 
into his arms without thinking, they hug - then she catches 
herself - pushes back to her side of the cab.



VALERINA



That was fun!



SAM



It felt so natural, acting old.



VALERINA



Past lives - we’ve all been old 
before.



He puts the pickup in gear, they head on down the road.

SAM



So you believe all that?

VALERINA



All what?



SAM



That we’ve been here before?

VALERINA



Well I certainly have.



SAM



What - you remember past lives?
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VALERINA



You don’t?

SAM



Uhm - not really.



VALERINA



You had that dream.

SAM



That’s entirely different.



VALERINA



Two people having the exact same 
dream, it’s the same thing - 
transcendence of space and time.

They come to a beautiful view of the canyon down below. Sam 
pulls to a stop, looks over the canyon a moment.



SAM



(beat) Still the same place. Nature 
just goes on.



VALERINA



My Mom heard about your Gran. So 
terrible. What did you do, after?

SAM



Got wild. Cooked. Did drugs. Hurt a 
guy. Went to Europe. Cooked. Killed 
a guy. Finally got control. What 
about you? I thought of you a lot, 
after that summer.



VALERINA



What were we, fifteen?



SAM



Hardly even kissed, did we. But 
that was a highlight for me, 
really. Never was so tender, since 
you.



They’re silent a moment, not meeting each other’s eyes.

VALERINA



My mom died the next year. You 
remember our sword fights in the 
barn down there - well I just went 
crazy with fencing, all the way to 
the Olympics a couple years ago.
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SAM



You’re kidding!

VALERINA



Then got married to a crazy.

SAM



Mmm. Figured something like that.

VALERINA



So forgive me if I’m touchy. It was 
not a good experience. He nearly 
killed me.

SAM



So now you’re free of him?



VALERINA



He’s in jail. But there was another 
time, a few months ago - I don’t 
want to talk about it.



SAM



Fine.

VALERINA



Anyway, Sam - hi.



He eyes her. Grins.

VALERINA



I always remembered that grin.



He leans toward her, kisses her.

For a moment she surrenders - then pushes back, gasping for 
air.



SAM



Do something for me, would ya? 
Something that would make be feel 
just amazingly good.

She makes a suddenly angry face.

SAM



Hey, I didn’t mean that - jeez. All 
I was wanting, beg your holy 
pardon, was for you to drive down 
the hill, engine off like my Gran 
used to do, while I stand in back. 



She smiles.
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VALERINA



Ah, I remember ... birdbrain!

FADE TO:



EXT. GATE ON MAIN HIGHWAY - SAME TIME

The BMW is parked at the gate - RUDY gets out the passenger 
side to open the gate. 

As the BMW drives through, JACK’s JEEP turns off from the 
main highway and comes right up behind the BMW - so that Rudy 
can’t close the gate.



JACK gets slowly out of his Jeep, carrying a 30-30 rifle.

RUDY



(being friendly)
Hi there. Nice neck of the woods 
here. Just thought we’d take a look 
- thinking about buying around here 
somewhere. You own this piece?



JACK



Could be. Could be you’re 
trespassing.



RUDY



Well that’s hardly a major crime.

JACK



Round here it is.



Rudy doesn’t like the old rancher’s tone of voice.

RUDY



What - you threatening me?



JACK



(standing his own)



Just telling ya.



RUDY



Well I’d just like to check out 
this road, see where it goes - that 
is of course, if you don’t mind.

JACK



Your kind, we don’t allow on 
private property around here.
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RUDY



(getting feisty)
Oh you don’t say.



JACK



I do say.



RUDY



And what kind is my kind?



Jack casually works the lever of his 30-30 and throws a shell 
into the chamber.



JACK



People like you, got your ass where 
your head should be.

Rudy is hit by this direct confrontation.

RUDY



(threatening)



I could just pop you.



JACK



Get your goddamn city attitude off 
my property. Now.



Jack eyes Rudy without flinching - then turns and walks back 
over to his Jeep.



He drives around and then waits for the BMW to back out and 
take off down the main highway - then closes the gate, 
grinning with satisfaction.



INT. BMW - SHORTLY THEREAFTER

Having watched the encounter, QUINCE is silently amused - 
RUDY turns on him.



RUDY



What the fuck you looking at?

QUINCE
Oh, nothing, boss, nothing.



RUDY



(Beat) What, you expect me to pop 
him just like that, total blow our 
main hit? Like I  told you, that’s 
why you’re the driver, you get my 
point, you get my point?
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EXT. ROAD DOWN CANYON - SAME TIME

The PICKUP comes coasting down the canyon road, with SAM in 
back of the pickup leaning forward, standing with his arms 
held wide, hair blowing in the breeze - expression totally 
blissful - almost the same as flying down the canyon.



They come around the bend to where they can see the cabin and 
barns in the distance. The pickup slows down, stops. 



Sam jumps down, comes up to the side of the cab.



VALERINA



Tell me - in your dream, what color 
was that cabin?

SAM



Wow, same question I was going to 
ask you. I saw it this new color. 
And you?



VALERINA



Yep.



SAM



This whole thing - right on the 
edge of strange.

VALERINA



(reflecting)
That one summer up here, that was 
the only time of my life when 
things weren’t strange. 

SAM



(listening)
Same sounds. Same birds. Same 
stream. (beat) Same us?

She looks up into his eyes, reaches with her hand, puts her 
fingers over his hand.



VALERINA



I want you to know, regardless of 
how I act - getting to meet you 
again makes something inside me 
just sing.

He looks at her a moment, then slowly comes down and kisses 
her lips - a gentle, intimate, long kiss. 

Finally Sam backs away a step.
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SAM



You better let go that brake before 
I get set to chase you right up 
that creek.

He steps onto the running board, she lets off the brake - 
they commence coasting.

EXT. CABIN

The PICKUP comes coasting to a stop beside the steps of the 
cabin, with SAM riding on the running board. He jumps off.

VALERINA comes out of the cab. They stand awkwardly close, 
momentarily bashful in each other’s presence.



VALERINA



You still smell the same.



He runs his fingers through her hair. Her arms go around him.



Just then the RANCHER comes around the corner in his Jeep. 



Sam and Valerina both gasp slightly - let go each other - 
turn to greet him.



JACK



Well now, that’s what I like to 
see, people just holding each other 
- gives ya hope for humankind. I 
gotta finally put a lock on that 
top gate, riff raff sneaking in - 
stinking so much with cologne, 
liable to scare the whole herd into 
the mountains. Where ya been, the 
store? I thought Louis was going to 
the store?

VALERINA



(winging it)
Oh, actually - he, uhm, he had to 
go down to the doctor.



JACK



Hey, you tell him, people gotta 
stay away from doctors.

VALERINA



Well he needs to stay down in San 
Louis Obispo for a few days at 
least, while they do some tests.
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JACK



Come on - that guy, he’s not fixin’ 
to die just yet, you tell him that. 
I can see it in people’s eyes when 
they’re fixin’ to die, leastwise 
from natural causes. Some cattle 
truck come around the corner and 
flatten him, that’s another matter 
altogether. So what happens now - 
you two going to stay up here alone 
a bit, see how far that hug takes 
ya?

Sam and Valerina look at each other. She shrugs her shoulders 
with a slightly positive gesture.

SAM



If that’s alright.



JACK



Hey, I got my four kisseroos, you 
got the cabin for thirty days of 
makin’ whoopee - you even got the 
old man gone. I tell ya, live it 
up, you never know when the end’s 
gonna grab ya.

He stops talking a moment, looks these two youngsters over, 
head to toes.



JACK



You two, you’re okay. Funny how 
some people got all that brightness 
in their eyes, some people just 
don’t. Same with cows, horses, 
whatever. Don’t let nobody down 
city-side change ya - stick with 
what makes you feel warm, right in 
there.

He points to Valerina’s heart. 

JACK



Plain ol’ human love, makes the 
world go round as wobbly as it does 
- but I tell you without it, this 
whole world would be just done and 
gone for.



Jack turns his head, looks all around him at the beauty of 
the trees, grass, sky - sound of the stream flowing, and a 
breeze blowing up in the tops of the sycamores. 
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Valerina’s arm goes around Sam again, almost unconsciously.



VALERINA



(to Jack)



You’re one hell of a nice guy. 



He reaches for the tip of his hat, makes a slight bow to her.



JACK



Anything I can do, you up and give 
a call - Louis has my number by the 
phone. Heat things up and make ya 
some beaut of a little sprouter. 
Me, I had me half a dozen kids and 
ya know, every one of them, much 
bother as they was, showed me 
something just plumb essential.



He looks off into space a moment - then looks back into their 
eyes - shifts his Jeep into gear, and heads off down the 
canyon.

Sam and Valerina stand watching the Jeep disappear. 



DISSOLVE TO:



INT. CABIN - THAT EVENING



SAM and VALERINA are finishing dinner. There’s two bottles of 
wine open, and several rounds of excellent food mostly gone.

Done with the eating and drinking, they’re staring deep into 
each other’s eyes.



VALERINA



You’re good. Real good.

SAM



Practice makes perfect. 

He reaches, pours himself a final drink of wine, fills her 
glass too. They reach across the table and clink glasses.

She grins, looks down - then right into his eyes.



VALERINA



Well, I know what I want for 
dessert. 



Sam doesn’t say anything.
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VALERINA



I mean, who knows what’s coming.

Sam remains mute, looking into her eyes. He suddenly makes a 
move - pushes back his chair - turns and walks out the door.



She sits there unmoving, staring at the open door - then 
begins unbuttoning her blouse.



EXT. STAIRS OF CABIN

SAM is sitting on the top stair, staring off into nature.

VALERINA comes walking out and sits beside him.

VALERINA



Funny - we were just kids, but I 
remember these same feelings for 
you back then, somewhere deep.



Sam looks over to her. She brings her hands over her breasts, 
holds herself in an embrace, sighs.

SAM



You’re some blossom.

She comes over against him - kisses him with passion.



INT. BARN



The barn door opens just enough for VALERINA to slip into the 
semi-darkness. She stands and looks around the great high 
space of the barn.



SAM comes into the barn, holds her from behind.

VALERINA



Look up there, you remember how we 
used to hide from your Grandma, 
hours at a time, and she would play 
along with us - gave us goose-bumps 
to have her hunting for us, you 
remember?



She makes a sudden move, runs lightly over to his camper, 
climbs inside. He stops just before getting in - pauses and 
looks around uncertainly - then climbs in.
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INT. CAMPER



They’re getting each other’s clothes off, taking time.



SAM



Uhm - milk cow’s watching.



VALERINA



She knows all.

SAM



Rancher did too.



VALERINA



He just looked at me and just like 
that, from some old man’s eyes, I 
was touched.



Her fingers run through his hair. He reaches under her shirt 
for her - she gasps. 



They kiss long and deep before coming up for a breath.



SAM



So, you trust me?



VALERINA



Just feel.

SAM



Can’t believe we got romance in the 
middle of all this, like some 
dream.

VALERINA



Mister Swordman.



SAM



You bet.



FADE TO:



INT. CAMPER - HALF HOUR LATER

They’re lying in each other’s arms. VALERINA has her eyes 
closed but SAM is staring blankly upwards. 



She opens her eyes, sees his expression.



VALERINA



Sam, you’re gone, already.
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(MORE)

SAM



There’s something that just sticks 
in my mind.



FLASHBACK to the HACIENDA and SAM hearing the gunshots, 
running to the window, looking out as the car drives off -

He sees something he can’t quite make out, being thrown out 
of the car into the shrubs.



END FLASHBACK



SAM sits up suddenly.



SAM



I’ve gotta go down there, try to 
find something. It’s my only lead.



VALERINA



What - go down where?



SAM



Where my friend was shot. I can’t 
just sit up here - I’ll go crazy.

VALERINA



But - there’ll be police.



SAM



I know a back way in, over by their 
landing strip - I can sneak down.

VALERINA



No, Sam.



SAM



You stay here, I’ll be back in just 
a couple hours.

Valerina is silent a moment, then says quietly:

VALERINA



I just couldn’t stay up here, 
alone. That dead man -



SAM



Hey, Louis is under the ground, end 
of him. And nobody knows you’re 
here except the rancher. I’ll leave 
you a gun. 
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SAM(cont'd)
I’ve got to get down there, check 
this out - and I’m not taking you.



VALERINA



We could just go off somewhere. 

SAM



Yeah, we will. But trust me this 
time, okay?

She kisses him. He responds - but then breaks away, climbs 
out of the camper.



Valerina’s expression is scared.

FADE TO:



EXT. CABIN - SOON THEREAFTER

The sun is gone - the front door of the cabin opens and a man 
in disguise walks out with beard, looking very local.



VALERINA comes up behind him, holds him a moment.

SAM gets into the pickup - drives down the road and out of 
sight. Valerina stands there, nervous - then runs back up 
into the cabin.

INT. CABIN

VALERINA comes bursting inside, goes into the kitchen, pours 
herself a glass of wine.

She sees the PISTOL left for her on the counter. She picks it 
up with distaste - pulls the hammer back to see how it works.



She makes a mistake - and the gun goes off with a nasty kick 
that hurts her hand and blows a small hole through the wall.



CUT TO:



EXT. ROAD DOWN THE CANYON - SAME TIME

SAM comes driving down fast, his expression determined.

EXT. LOWER GATE

SAM opens the padlock.
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As he gets into his pickup and drives off, Sam passes the 
RANCHER in his Jeep coming up the road.



JACK looks suspiciously at the bearded man in the pickup.

SAM



(to himself)
Shit.

But he drives on down the main road.



CUT TO:



EXT. CABIN

VALERINA comes out onto the porch, sits there nervously, her 
pistol still in her hand.



Unable to hold still, nervously watching all around her, she 
gets up and goes around back.

EXT. BACK GARDEN AND GRAVE



VALERINA walks up to the grave - stares down at it a moment - 
almost breaks into tears.



VALERINA



Dead people - dead people.



She looks nervously around her - then takes off running up 
the trail through the canyon, away from the cabin.

CUT TO:



EXT. MAIN ROAD, HEADED DOWN TO CAMBRIA

The full moon is out now. SAM turns off the main road onto a 
side dirt road marked with “no trespassing” signs.

He has the other PISTOL on the seat of the pickup beside him.



EXT. LANDING STRIP - TEN MINUTES LATER

SAM drives past the solitary airplane staked down at the 
strip. He stops a moment, staring at the plane.

SAM



Ah, Ray - it got ya.
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He puts the pickup in gear, drives on down toward the 
hacienda.



FADE TO:



EXT. CANYON STREAM ABOVE CABIN - DUSK

VALERINA is hiking up the canyon along a cow trail, out of 
breath from exertion.



She finally stops - sits down - panting.



In the moonlight, and a breeze blowing, the canyon looks a 
bit creepy, with strange animal sounds all around.

She huddles over against a big rock. A SOUND behind her makes 
her swing around with the pistol ready to fire -



A possum comes waddling down the trail - she relaxes. Her 
expression softens as she remembers something -

FLASHBACK to lovemaking with SAM in the camper - 



END FLASHBACK - VALERINA sighs from the memory.

VALERINA



(to herself)
At least, I’m finally open again.

FADE TO:



EXT. ABOVE HACIENDA - SAME TIME



SAM emerges in the moonlight near the hacienda, looks around - 
sees one car parked in front.

He heads around through the bushes, with several short scenes 
moving him to the front of the hacienda.



EXT. FRONT OF HACIENDA



SAM moves through the shrubs, looking for something.



He finds it - another PISTOL in the dirt. He sticks it in his 
pants, heads back around the hacienda.

EXT. HACIENDA, IN THE BACK



SAM hurries away from the house, doing his best to be quiet.
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Suddenly there’s someone up in front of him - 

It’s CLAIRE, and a GUARD with a gun. Claire screams.



The GUARD sees Sam is armed. He steps fast in front of 
Claire, grabs his pistol - shoots at SAM.

Sam ducks, fires back, but not right at them - they duck. Sam 
fires twice more into the air to scare them. 



He fires one final time - watches them run away - then turns 
and runs fast up another path away from the house.

CUT TO:



EXT. CANYON STREAM - SAME TIME



VALERINA is heading down the stream in the vague moonlight. 
It’s spooky. She pauses, listens.

VALERINA



(to herself)
Come on now, there’s no ghosts. And 
he should be back any time.



EXT. BACK CABIN GARDENS

VALERINA comes hurrying through the back garden past the 
grave. 

Suddenly she freezes - screams as she looks at the grave.

We see that the grave has been dug up - with LOUIS’ head 
exposed, his open unblinking eyes staring right back at Rina.



She screams.

EXT. FRONT OF CABIN

VALERINA comes running wildly around the cabin and up the 
stairs, banging the front door open -

INT. CABIN

VALERINA bursts into the cabin with her pistol held ready for 
anything - she’s absolutely terrified.

She slams the door closed behind her, locks it, and then 
pauses, listening.
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VALERINA



Okay, who’s here?



No human sounds at all, just nature sounds.

She forces herself to check out the kitchen, gun ready to 
shoot - then the back room. It’s scary - but no one seems to 
be there.



She goes into the kitchen, chugs from the wine bottle -

Suddenly someone bellows outside - a male voice.



Valerina jumps up - looks out the window -

EXT. BACK GARDENS



She sees the back of A MAN looking down into the grave at 
Louis’ head -



The man turns and runs back toward the front of the cabin.

INT. CABIN

VALERINA runs in panic, hides in the closet a moment - then 
bursts from the closet, unable to keep still.



EXT. CABIN

The door bangs opens and VALERINA comes exploding out of the 
cabin, ready to shoot anything - but there’s no one to be 
seen. 



The night is totally quiet, except for the stream.

VALERINA



Okay, who’s out here!



No answer. 



She runs over to the barn, swings wide one of the big doors, 
then hurries inside.

INT. BARN



VALERINA pauses just inside the door, catching her breath. 
It’s mostly dark - she finds the switch and turns on the one 
bare bulb.
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VALERINA



(mumbling)



I’ve gotta get out of here!



She runs over and gets into her VW bug, reaches for the keys - 
no keys. She gasps - runs over to Sam’s camper, gets in, 
reaches for the keys - no keys.



She gets out of the camper, shivering with fear - backs over 
to the haystack - turns and runs into the tack room.



INT. TACK ROOM

VALERINA backs into the darkness of the tack room - suddenly 
she runs right against someone standing there. She screams -



The MAN grabs her - her pistol goes off - he roughly yanks it 
from her grip. 

He’s holding her tight - she bites him. He slaps her hard 
across the face, knocking her down onto the floor.

MAN



Fucking bitch!

She’s crying on the floor.



Someone switches on the tack room light. In walks - RUDY. He 
walks over and scowls at QUINCE.

RUDY



What’s the shooting, I told you no 
shooting.



QUINCE
Well you tell her - ‘bout bit my 
finger off. 



Valerina recognizes Rudy.



VALERINA



(panicked)



Oh no - impossible.

Rudy walks over, looks down at her.



RUDY



Ha - gotcha. And on my terms this 
time - no knives, except mine.



He takes his switchblade out of his pocket, snaps it open.
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RUDY



We noticed you killed some other 
innocent victim, out back. You’re a 
regular little she-cat. Now it’s 
sweet revenge time.

VALERINA



I swear to God, Carrie did it, to 
herself.



RUDY



Shut up - you murdered my only 
sister. Now you pay.

Valerina manages to stand up.

VALERINA



You know she was suicidal - she had 
the whole thing planned, she fell 
on the blade ten feet from where I 
was standing.



RUDY



Oh sure, sure. Anyway she’s dead, 
and now you die. But first I wanna 
play with you live.

He takes a step toward her - she breaks and runs. 

Rudy and Quince chase her. 



She makes a wild bunch of quick moves - then grabs a machete 
off a work bench, holds it as if fencing, menacingly.



VALERINA



(menacing)



Ha - now who’s after who, you total 
perverts - nobody rapes me ever 
again!

She makes a dominant fencing move toward them - but standing 
ten feet from her, Quince just grins, pulls out his pistol.



He cocks it slowly - she gets the point - gives up and drops 
the machete.

Rudy walks toward her. She backs away from him, but ends up 
in a corner.

Both men rush the woman at once, grab, hold her against the 
wall while Rudy begins slowly cutting off her clothes, 
enjoying every step.
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She fights again - Rudy slaps her into submission - throws 
her onto the loose hay in the corner - stabs his knife into 
the wood wall beside him.



Quince holds her while Rudy starts taking down his pants.

RUDY



(to Quince)
I show you what a good buddy I am, 
I give you seconds.

Rudy heads down on Rina - enjoying the raw carnal rush - she 
screams and struggles but it’s no use, there’s no hope -

Suddenly a low voice says:



VOICE
You just cut that out.



Quince makes a fast move for his pistol in his pocket and 
gets off a wild shot - but gets himself shot in the process, 
by a very loud gun that blows him back and away.



Rudy comes slowly up onto his feet, pants down - hands up.

Rina gets to her feet, fumbling to get her clothes back on.



JACK steps into view from the shadows, holding his 30-30 
rifle aimed right at Rudy.



RUDY



This ain’t what you think. She 
murdered my little sister in cold 
blood, stabbed her in the heart!

Valerina reacts -



VALERINA



Not true - she did it to herself!

Valerina moves forward between the rancher and the raper - 
she’s shaking with rage - suddenly she lunges at Rudy to kick 
him in the balls.



But Rudy is just waiting for some break - he grabs his knife 
from the wall, grabs Valerina as she attacks him - and pushes 
the knife to her throat.

RUDY



(to the rancher)
Easy now, drop it down - or she’s 
slit. 
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Jack hesitates, then does as told.



Rudy pulls Rina over to where he can kneel down by Quince.

RUDY



(crying at Jack)
You killed my buddy!

JACK



You so much as prick her one drop, 
Mister, you’re one dead man.

Rudy stands up, half-crazed.

RUDY



Oh, the big rancher, still talking 
tough, are you? Well why don’t you 
just lay down there on the ground 
on your stomach - or she’s dead.

Jack hesitates - but Rudy draws blood on Rina’s neck.



RUDY



I said down.



The rancher has no choice - he does as ordered.

Valerina struggles but she’s held too tight.

VALERINA



No - no!



Rudy comes close to the supine rancher, holding Rina tight by 
the arm. He’s ready to knife Jack in the back when -



The barn door bangs open and SAM comes bursting inside with 
his pistol ready -



He sees VALERINA held by RUDY, the knife to her neck, and 
freezes.



SAM



What the -

RUDY



Drop it.



SAM



Who’re you?

RUDY



I said put it down.
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(MORE)

He pushes the knife dangerously at Valerina’s neck - Sam 
drops his pistol.



RUDY



You see, I always win.



Jack makes a fast move - grabs Rudy’s leg and tries to trip 
him.



Valerina knocks Rudy off-balance as she tries to yank the 
knife from his grip.

Jack gives Rudy’s leg another push, and sends Rudy and Rina 
crashing to the floor, still grappling with each other.

Sam comes running at the two bodies on the floor and pulls 
Rina up off Rudy - Jack grabs Rudy with a vengeance.



But Rudy is lying there dead - his own knife deep in his 
heart.



Rina stands looking down at Rudy - her expression ashen. 

Sam holds her in his arms.



VALERINA



Now me - blood.

JACK



He deserved it. He got it.



The SOUND of sirens and racing engines is heard pulling up 
fast and stopping outside the barn - Rina looks to Sam.

SAM



Hey, I didn’t get them up here.



JACK



It was me, I’m part-time deputy 
sheriff up here - and sorry, but I 
just had to see what was planted 
out back - found that body, went 
down to my Jeep and called them in.



Police burst into the barn with typical moves, guns aimed.

Rina presses against Sam, who raises his hands in the air.

JACK



(to the cops)



Hold it, ease up now - it’s all 
over already. 
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JACK(cont'd)
And luckily, only good guys are 
left standing - this time.



The SHERIFF comes in - looks around without saying a word, 
checks out the two dead men. 

Jack walks over to him.

JACK



You’ll find the other one, that I 
phoned in about, around in back - 
been buried a day or two, ‘bout 
scared me shitless.

SHERIFF



Well well - murder and mayhem 
tonight. And who exactly do we have 
here with blood on their hands?



VALERINA



I swear to God, I didn’t kill that 
girl, she killed herself!



SHERIFF



Well well.

SAM



Same with Raymond - it wasn’t me 
that shot him. Two guys drove in, 
killed him and drove off. I’m 
innocent of all that, all of it - 
he was my friend for Christ’s sake. 
And Louis shot at me first, she’ll 
tell you.



SHERIFF



Ah, I do like them sudden 
spontaneous confessions.

SAM



That wasn’t a confession, that’s 
the statement of my innocence.



SHERIFF



We’ll soon see about all that.



FADE TO:



EXT. CABIN - FIFTEEN MINUTES LATER



SAM and VALERINA are hand-cuffed, standing some distance from 
the Sheriff’s car.
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The SHERIFF is inside his car talking on the radio. The 
RANCHER is sitting beside him quietly, listening. 

The three bodies are being loaded into a van.



The Sheriff gets out of his car, walks around and over to the 
two prisoners. Jack comes with him.



The Sheriff eyes his two prisoners hard - then shakes his 
head, reaches for his key - undoes their hand-cuffs.



Valerina comes against Sam.



SHERIFF



Hard to believe - blood all over 
the place and you two walk free.

SAM



What?

Jack speaks up - relieved.



JACK



That guy Louis, who cares how you 
killed him - he hisself murdered 
seventeen people, clear across the 
country - most wanted list and all.

SHERIFF



You probably get a medal for that 
one.



JACK



And you got me as witness to what 
happened in that barn.



SAM



But, uhm - the producer?

SHERIFF



You should read the papers, boy. 
There was a total surveillance 
system in that house, we saw who 
shot the guy, we saw you run in 
afterwards, pick up the gun and all 
that. Dumb ass, run like a criminal 
- next time you stand, face your 
danger, you hear.



Valerina is standing there, saying nothing, expecting the 
worst. The sheriff turns on her.
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SHERIFF



And that case in Frisco, some woman 
saw the whole thing through a 
window - just now came forward with 
the statement. Girl jumped on her 
own sword. Dumbest thing I ever 
heard.

Valerina can’t quite believe her ears - she comes into Sam’s 
arms a moment - then turns to Jack.



VALERINA



Thank God you came snooping around 
here tonight.



Jack walks up, opens his arms and gives the two a hug.



JACK



You two can just relax now, it’s 
all over.



EXT. BARN - SHORTLY THEREAFTER



Most police cars are gone back down the road toward town.

The VW camper comes driving out of the barn. SAM is driving, 
VALERINA beside him.

JACK walks over.



JACK



You sure you don’t want to come 
down to my place, spend the night?



SAM



Thanks - but we’re outa here. Hey, 
one thing.

JACK



You name it.



SAM



That cow in there, maybe you milk 
her, it’s been since this morning 
and she’ll be needing some better 
squeezing than I can do.

JACK



Well you just squeeze that young 
filly beside you proper, you hear?



The camper takes off, heading up the canyon.
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Jack watches them go, standing beside the Sheriff.

SHERIFF



What’s coming to this world?

JACK



Oh, there’s hope - there’s hope.

INT. CAMPER - SHORTLY THEREAFTER

VALERINA and SAM drive in silence. 



Valerina sighs finally - blows off some of the tension - 
leans and gives Sam a kiss - then another to sooth him.

He finally responds, eases up - shakes his head for 
discharge.

SAM



Well - enough of that canyon. Crazy 
ending to that dream.



She leans over, gives him another kiss.



VALERINA



Not over yet - I hope.



SAM



I gotta check something, hold on.

He pulls over, climbs in back, lifts the bed and checks the 
storage space.

There’s the cooler. Sam opens it, looks inside.

SAM



At least we’ve got a little start-
up fund.



VALERINA



What?

He holds up a handful of money.



SAM



My retirement plan.

He puts the cooler away, sits down beside her again up front.



SAM



I’m bushed - now what?
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VALERINA



Just find me a flat spot where we 
won’t roll onto each other when we 
don’t want to - by the stream over 
there, get us all washed off - do 
something to settle these nerves.

The CAMPER turns off the road and drives slowly through high 
grass and live oaks, until it comes to the stream.

The car lights go off - the soundtrack becomes quietly 
inundated by the sound of stream and breeze and crickets -

VALERINA



(v/o)



Moooo!

DISSOLVE TO:



INT. CASTLE KITCHEN - SOME DAYS LATER

KIRSTIN takes two frozen dinners out of the freezer, pops 
them into the microwave - then continues cutting carrots.

A hand comes around her from the back - she tenses - the hand 
comes over her hand, and together, they cut carrots.

We pull back and see SAM and VALERINA standing there. Sam 
nods in  Valerina’s direction, grins to Kirstin.



SAM



You were right, about that dream.

Sam hugs Valerina.



Kirstin grins at them - puts her arms wide, as if flying.

KIRSTIN



Ahhh ... yes!



CUT TO:



INT. CASTLE LIVING ROOM

SAM walks in with a tray of appetizers for the old man, 
DIETER, who is sitting alone reading a book beside the fire.



DIETER looks up at Sam - he’s shocked - then pleased. 



He stands up, and the two men share a short manly embrace.
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DIETER
You have returned so soon! But 
almost too late, I have lost ten 
pounds with you gone.



Dieter goes over and pours Sam a glass of sherry - they click 
glasses, then sit down together.

Sam leans back, sips his wine.



DIETER
So how did you fare with your 
script and the producer?

SAM



You didn’t hear?



DIETER
We hear nothing here but the winter 
wind.

SAM



Well it looks like I’m settling in 
to do a rewrite - learned some 
things might change my story a bit.



Dieter nods.

DIETER
Good, good - long as you’re 
learning. 

VALERINA walks in - Dieter stands up.

DIETER
(to Sam)



Aha - so you have not after all 
returned without your bounty - 
pillaged the new world of its very 
very best.

He shakes hands formally with Valerina - she smiles.

DIETER
And what might you do, young woman?



SAM



Sword-fights, Olympics - the best.



VALERINA



Past tense actually.
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DIETER
Well you two shall stay in the 
wedding chamber, I insist. Some new 
blood for this musty old place. And 
how I would love to hear again that 
clash of steel against steel. I was 
myself, once a fencer. Who knows, 
perhaps I shall rise again, with 
the proper provocation.

He points to the wall where two un-bated foils are 
prominently hung.



VALERINA



Oh - not that again!

DISSOLVE TO:



INT. CASTLE FENCING ROOM

VALERINA and DIETER stand facing each other on the mat. Half 
a dozen fencing students are practicing on other mats, and 
others watching.



Valerina and Dieter salute, pull down masks and begin fencing 
- rather slowly and gracefully. 

Several quick shots show them fencing more and more heatedly. 
She touches him twice in a row.



Dieter makes a quite good three-step attack and touches 
Valerina in the chest - then pulls off his helmet.

DIETER
(victorious)

Yes, I can still do it!

VALERINA



That was excellent.

She looks to where SAM stands, also in fencing attire.



VALERINA



Alright then - next!

SAM



(slight resistance)



I tell you, this remains entirely 
against my principles.
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VALERINA



I would never consider violating 
your principles. But I would enjoy 
teaching you how to attack - and 
enjoy it.



SAM



You sure this won’t turn me into 
some stab-crazy monster?

VALERINA



(grins)
Oh, you are already most definitely 
that.

Sam raises his sword up, aims its point directly at Rina.

SAM



(mock-menacing)
So - if this is how you want it.

She smiles.



VALERINA



This is the only way I’ll take it.



Dieter is watching on the side-lines.

DIETER
Ah - new blood on ancient stone! 

Sam hesitates - speaks to the old man.

SAM



Not quite like that, but what the 
hell, dream on - everybody to their 
own dream.

He smiles, pulls down his helmet.

SAM



(to Rina)



So, just like Zorro back in the 
canyon?



VALERINA



Just touch me, on the chest.

SAM



My pleasure.
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KIRSTIN



(from the side-lines)
Ahhh - yes!

They commence fencing - steel against steel.



Sam has natural talent, but no training. Rina deftly takes 
his wild attack, parries and touches him - the electronic 
buzzer and lights go off - they step back, raise helmets.

VALERINA



(lightly)



Zorro you’re not.



KRISTIN



D’artagnon?

SAM



Crusader Rabbit at least?



DIETER
Ha - beware the cook!



They pull down helmets again, and go at it with a passion -



... as credits roll.







THE END


